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Abstract

Computation with large�scale heterogeneous data typically requires universal traversal

to search for all occurrences of a substructure that matches a possibly complex search

pattern� whose context may be di�erent in di�erent places within the data� Both

aspects cause di�culty for existing general�purpose programming languages� because

these languages are designed for homogeneous data and have problems typing the

di�erent substructures in heterogeneous data� and the complex patterns to match with

the substructures� Programmers either have to hard�code the structures and search

patterns� preventing programs from being reusable and scalable� or have to use low�

level untyped programming or programming with special�purpose query languages�

opening the door to type mismatches that cause a high risk of program correctness

and security problems�

This thesis invents the concept of pattern structures� and proposes a general so�

lution to the above problems � a programming technique using pattern structures� In

this solution� well�typed pattern structures are de	ned to represent complex search

patterns� and pattern searching over heterogeneous data is programmed with pattern

parameters� in a statically�typed language that supports 	rst�class typing of struc�

tures and patterns� The resulting programs are statically�typed� highly reusable for

di�erent data structures and di�erent patterns� and highly scalable in terms of the
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complexity of data structures and patterns� Adding new kinds of patterns for an

application no longer requires changing the language in use or creating new ones� but

is only a programming task� The thesis demonstrates the application of this approach

to� and its advantages in� two important examples of computation with heterogeneous

data� i�e�� XML data processing and Java bytecode analysis�

Keywords� pattern structure� Pattern Calculus� generic programming� heterogeneous

data� type safety� XML processing� Java bytecode checking�
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Problem to Solve

Data�intensive applications manipulate large�scale data� which are organized in com�

putable structures� Tabular structures have been widely used� especially in relational

databases where data is in the form of relational table� a homogeneous list of tuples

�records� of primitive items� Recently� data are becoming not only larger in size� but

also more complex in structure� In many situations they are better represented as

heterogeneous structures for processing�

A data structure is said to be �structurally� heterogeneous if it has multiple sub�

structures that are not all the same� For example� suppose a piece of geographical

data contains information about names� areas and populations of countries and their

provinces and cities� It is more natural to represent such data as one heterogeneous

tree with sub�trees for countries� each of which has di�erent sub�trees respectively

for country name� area� population and provinces� and each province sub�tree has

di�erent sub�trees respectively for province name� area� population and cities� and

�



�	� Problem to Solve �

so on� Practical examples of heterogeneous data include semi�structured data� such

as XML data� and unstructured data� such as plain textual documents and static

program codes�

A basic computation in typical manipulation of large data is a search for target

items that match a pattern� General speaking� a pattern� or a search pattern in the

sense of data processing� is a template of value or structure that is exhibited by every

member of a group of things or parts of things in common� In programming for data

processing� a pattern may be as simple as a primitive value� or a data structure with

element values and sub�structures� it may also be as complex as a combination of

several simple patterns� the values and structures in a pattern may be represented by

variables� Pattern matching is the act of checking for the presence of the constituents

of a given pattern in a piece of structured data� and the matching values or structures

are called targets� Typical manipulation of large data consists of looking for targets

that match a pattern� then extracting information from� or updating� the content of

the matching targets�

In the case of heterogeneous data� such pattern�searching computation requires

	nding all matching substructures whose context may be di�erent in di�erent places

within the whole data� For example� in a geographical data repository� a task to in�

crease population of a country by �� requires updating all population elements �the

targets� under di�erent substructures within the country� such as cities� provinces�

and the country itself� Also� the complexity of the search pattern may be di�erent

for di�erent tasks� A province�wide population increase requires searching for popu�

lations within the speci	c province �a complex pattern� to update� while leaving the

other provinces unchanged� All these aspects are the results of data heterogeneity� A



�	� Problem to Solve �

practical program for handling heterogeneous data should be able to adapt to all of

them�

However� handling data heterogeneity is a challenge for most existing general�

purpose programming languages� When developing a program for a pattern searching

task� it is a problem to arrange types for the pattern and the substructures� because

the pattern will be compared with substructures of di�erent types at di�erent places

while traversing the whole data� The typing problem is even worse when the program

is to be reusable for di�erent pattern search tasks� usually with di�erent data struc�

tures� di�erent patterns and�or di�erent complexity of patterns� In most languages�

changes in data structures and search patterns require re�design and re�compiling of

the programs� and sometimes even require changes to the programming languages�

Reusability is very limited� if possible at all�

Of course� these problems can be avoided by programming in a low�level untyped

way� using the same primitive data type such as character string� or objects inherit�

ing the same super class� to represent all di�erent substructures and the patterns to

compare with them� But then programmers need to manually insert checking code in

the programs in order to verify the types of values at runtime� to ensure type safety�

This is tedious and error�prone� and the extra checking code incurs runtime overhead�

Even doing so does not guarantee correctness and security of the resulting programs�

Intensive analysis and testing are still required� or� alternatively� sophisticated ex�

ecution monitoring must be used� This is especially a problem in situations where

programs are developed by untrusted parties� so that proper programming� analysis

and testing are not guaranteed� For example� mobile programs� such as mobile codes
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and mobile agents� are likely to be used in data�intensive applications� Dynamically�

arriving mobile programs may come from untrusted or even unknown sources� giving

no con	dence that the programs are correct and safe to run� Execution hosts need

to verify them for the hosts� security� Such veri	cation should be done as quickly

as possible for reasonable response time� Full analysis and testing are not possible

in this situation� while execution monitoring requires a much more complex runtime

system� so that it is� in its own way� riskier for security� and incurs runtime overhead�

The di�culties with general�purpose languages led to the design of special�purpose

query languages� However� solutions using query languages are unsatisfactory for gen�

eral processing of heterogeneous data� The problem with using a query language is

that it creates an interface between data extraction and data use� For example� in

a typical web environment� the data itself is in a back�end system that supports a

query language� in which the patterns to search for are typed� But the results of data

queries must be passed to a front�end program developed in a general�purpose lan�

guage for further processing� The existence of a boundary between two programming

environments requires a common format� usually quite a low�level one such as charac�

ter strings� by which the back�end and front�end communicate� This has been called

the impedance mismatch problem �� ����� It creates a type�safety problem similar

to untyped programming� requiring extra programming e�ort and runtime overhead

for the front�end to translate and verify the untyped messages from the back�end�

and requiring intensive analysis�testing or sophisticated execution monitoring� for

correctness and security purposes�

Overall� existing programming approaches have di�culty realizing the following

desirable characteristics when implementing large�scale heterogeneous data processing
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programs� Each approach may be good at one or other of these characteristics� but

they have not been able to achieve these characteristics together�

� Type Safety� Well�typed programs� in a statically�typed language� are desirable�

Typed programs can be veri	ed by static type checking for correctness and

security� before execution� Static type checking is e�cient� and a type checking

program is much smaller than a sophisticated analysis or monitoring system�

and so easier to develop� verify and maintain� This is especially bene	cial for

systems involving mobile programs�

� Reusability� Programs should be able to process di�erent pieces of data� data

of di�erent structures� and di�erent search patterns� in order to reduce the

programming e�ort for these di�erent cases�

� Scalability� Reusability also means that programs are able to adapt to increasing

heterogeneity of data� and to increasing complexity of search patterns�

� Uniform language environment� Implementing a whole application in one sin�

gle language or at least in one single type system is desirable� to avoid type

mismatches among cooperating programs� Such a mismatch would cause extra

workload in programming and veri	cation�testing for correctness and security�

and cause a runtime performance penalty�

This thesis propose a general solution to achieve all the above characteristics�

even in the presence of arbitrarily heterogeneous data� The thesis proposes a general

kind of well�typed constructs called pattern structures� based on a newly�designed

general�purpose programming language that supports 	rst�class typing of structures

and patterns� and proposes a programming technique that uses pattern structures�
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An instance of a pattern structure can encapsulate all of the information needed

to guide a pattern searching program to traverse a piece of heterogeneous data and

to reach all targets� Using pattern structures in programming� in addition to 	rst�

class typing of structures and patterns� provides su�cient expressiveness to develop

parametric programs that can take both well�typed data and well�typed patterns

as arguments� even if the structures of the data are arbitrarily heterogeneous and

patterns are arbitrarily complex� Most importantly� this can be done in one single

language framework�

Such a programming technique is advantageous in implementing computation with

heterogeneous data� especially when security of the resulting programs is critical and

so preferably to be enforced by static type checking� Two good examples of such

computations are XML data processing� and Java bytecode analysis� which have re�

cently gained extensive use in practice� The thesis demonstrates the applications

of the proposed approach to implementing XML data manipulation� and Java byte�

code security checking�instrumentation� as illustrations of the potential use of the

approach in practice� It shows that� using the proposed approach� the computation

with XML data and Java bytecode data can be straightforwardly expressed as well�

typed highly�reusable programs in a single programming environment� while in other

existing programming approaches� achieving all these at the same time is di�cult� if

possible at all� Actually� the proposed approach 	ts well with not only Java bytecode

analysis� but also any program code manipulation in general� For example� although

not demonstrated in this thesis� the approach is expected to be advantageous in im�

plementing aspect�oriented programming frameworks ���� which involve weaving of

crosscutting aspect codes into programs �����
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��� Motivating Scenario

This section shows the many levels of need for expressiveness in implementing com�

putation with heterogeneous data� To do so� a programming scenario of such compu�

tation tasks is examined� which motivated this thesis�

Suppose we have a data repository containing geographical information and we

want to carry out the following operation� Add �� to the population of all the Cana�

dian cities� How could we express such an operation�

The 	rst way is what might be called assembly language programming� a speci	c

program that traverses the speci	c structure of the repository� 	nds all of the places

where Canadian cities are present� and then 	nds their population elements and adds

�� to them� The problem is that if we decide to change the task in any way we have

to rewrite and recompile the whole program�

The situation can be improved by making a program with a parameter� passing

to it the amount by which the populations are to be incremented as argument� So

the computation might be expressed as something like�

incrementPopsOfCanadianCities����

This small change increases the generality of the program� With this program�

we can make increments of di�erent percentages to population without rewriting or

recompiling the program� Simply speaking� the program is reusable�

It is also desirable to make the operation that is to be done to the populations of

Canadian cities into a parameter as well� So the computation might be written as�

updatePopsOfCanadianCities�incrementby� ���
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Now it is trivial to decrement the populations instead� by passing a decrement

function to the 	rst parameter� without any change to the program� We obtain

another level of program reusability� Most existing programming languages should

have no problem with programs up to this point�

We may need to apply the operation to several data repositories from di�erent

sources� So we might also like to have a program to take a data repository as argument

too�

updatePopsOfCanadianCities�incrementby� ��� data�

Taking atomic data values of the same type as arguments is easy for most existing

languages� such as taking the percentage value as argument� But it is a di�erent

story here because data is a compound value� an instance of some data structure�

The program needs to traverse the structure of data� 	nd all population values and

update them�

For most programming languages� it is not a big problem to make a program take

any instance of one particular data structure as argument� for example� a program

accepting any list� or a program accepting any binary tree� because the program can

hard�code the way of traversing the expected structure and recognizing each type

of substructure met en route� But then each and every possible structure would

need a di�erent hard�coding program to handle it� What about a program that can

accept any kind of data structure� Most languages have problems when parameter

data needs to accept argument of di�erent kinds of data structures� for example�

the argument passed to data at runtime may be a list� a binary tree� or something

else� It is even worse when the data structures are heterogeneous� for example a tree

with di�erent types of sub�trees and di�erent types of leaf values� Hard�coding for
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all possible structures and all possible substructures in one program is clumsy and

error�prone� and the program would need to be rewritten and recompiled whenever

there is a need to include a new data structure or a change in an existing structure�

However� it is desirable to have one such single program that can accept as ar�

gument any instances of arbitrary structures� so that the program is reusable for

di�erent data repositories of di�erent structures� Then when the size and hetero�

geneity of the data structure increase� there is no need to change the program or

build more complicated programs� Such a program will not only be reusable� but also

scalable in terms of the size and heterogeneity of data structures�

The next level of parameterization is to make the target where the operation is

applied into a parameter as well� So we might write�

updateCanadianCities�Pops� incrementby� ��� data�

Pops here is actually the pattern with which the target substructures must match�

So this program is reusable for di�erent patterns� Now it is trivial to increment �or

decrement� cities� areas instead of their populations using the same program� Most

existing programming languages have trouble typing this program� because potential

target substructures to match may appear in di�erent contexts� It is hard to arrange

an appropriate type for the pattern Pops� which will be compared with di�erent types

of substructures along the paths to di�erent instances of population elements�

A further extension is to make the particular units within Canada that are being

considered into a parameter� So we might write�

updateInCanada�City� Pops� incrementby� ��� data�
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Now the program is generic in the pattern that describes where the increment is to

be applied �populations under cities�� It can update all city populations regardless of

whether cities are immediately below countries� e�g�� the capital Ottawa� or accessed

via intermediate layers such as provinces� It can also be used for a task to update

provinces� areas instead of cities� populations�

Now let us parameterize on the country too�

update��Canada�� City� Pops� incrementby� ��� data�

This code involves a side�condition to check on a related structure� the name of the

country must be 
Canada��

Note that the multiple parameters for �Canada�� City and Pops are all related

and it is the connections between them that de	ne the real parameter of interest� So

we could rewrite the computation as�

update�Canadian City Pop��incrementby� ��� data�

The program used here has a parameter to accept a complex pattern argument�

If we want to search for more complicated patterns within the geographical database�

we don�t have to keep building more complicated functions� rather� the complexity

can be expressed in the choice of a complex pattern for the pattern parameter of the

standard update function� We obtain another level of program scalability in terms of

the complexity of patterns�

This scenario shows the many levels of need for parameterization in processing

arbitrary� and typically heterogeneous� data structures� The situation is common

in real applications where input data are organized as heterogeneous trees� or even
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graphs� It is desirable to make parameterized programs and capture as much behav�

ior of a computation as possible as parameters� so that the programs are reusable

for di�erent values of the parameters� and are scalable and easy to maintain� Al�

though theoretically a computation task can always be programmed without using

any parameter by hard�coding all the operand values and structures needed by the

computation� such programming would be very tedious and error�prone� and the re�

sulting programs would be hard to understand and maintain� As the complexity of

data structures and patterns increase� such programming becomes more and more

complicated�

However� it is a challenge to develop highly�parameterized but statically�typed

programs� It will be shown in this thesis that� while it is easy to have programs

parameterized on increment operation and percentage value� most programming lan�

guages have typing problem for the rest of the parameterization needs� especially for

parameterizing patterns�

One possible solution is to implement the parameterized programs at a low�level�

breaking the static�typing requirement� For example� substructures� and patterns to

match them� can all be represented as strings� or all as objects� which can easily be

parameterized� and matching becomes string comparison or object type identi	cation�

Another possible solution is to use special�purpose query languages that support well�

typing of patterns� However� as described in the previous subsection and in more

detail in the following chapters� both solutions are unsatisfactory� incurring extra

workload for programming� veri	cation� testing� and extra runtime overhead� and

are especially disadvantageous in security�critical situations such as those involving

mobile programs�
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The programming technique proposed by this thesis is a general solution that can

achieve all the above�mentioned levels of parameterization in a statically�typed way�

in a single language framework�

��� Thesis Contribution

The contributions of this thesis are�

� It argues that existing general�purpose programming languages in practical use

are not equipped to handle heterogeneous data� and shows why the languages

have di�culty to program with heterogeneous data�

� It invents the concept of Pattern Structures� and proposes a general program�

ming technique that constructs well�typed pattern structures to represent com�

plex patterns in a language that support 	rst�class typing of structures and

patterns� and expresses pattern searching computation in the same language

with the help of pattern structures� This solution enables programming for het�

erogeneous data processing in a well�typed� highly reusable� and highly scalable

manner�

� It establishes proof�of�concept application scenarios of XML data processing

and Java bytecode analysis� two important examples of computation with large

heterogeneous data that have been extensively used in practice� Applying the

proposed solution to these scenarios demonstrates the potential of the solution

in practical use� and shows that the solution provides a better programming

framework for programs that process large�scale distributed data� and for pro�

grams that verify security�critical programs�
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��� Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows� Chapter � reviews related research

and results in computation with heterogeneous data� mobile computation� security

enforcement� XML data processing� and the Pattern Calculus� Chapter � shows why

existing standard programming languages have di�culty in programming with hetero�

geneous data� then introduces the concept of pattern structure and the programming

technique using pattern structures to solve the di�culty� Chapter � demonstrates how

the use of pattern structures can lead to better programming practice for applications

with XML data processing� Chapter � demonstrates how the use of pattern structures

can lead to better programming practice for implementing Java bytecode veri	cation

and instrumentation for security enforcement� Chapter � draws the conclusion and

discusses possible future work�



Chapter �

Literature Review

��� Computation with Heterogeneous Data

As processing power and storage capability of computers are increasing rapidly� ap�

plication data are also becoming extremely large in size and complex in structure�

Structurally homogeneous tabular data structures� such as in relational databases�

used to be predominant in organizing large data� However� heterogeneous data struc�

tures� such as general trees and graphs� have recently been getting extensive use in

practice� in settings where data are structurally complex and unsuitable to be repre�

sented as relational tables� For example� XML ��� is a common format to represent

online information for exchangeability� Most leading search engines and e�commerce

service providers� including Google� Yahoo� EBay and Amazon� are providing XML

views of their databases ��� ���� They are also turning their online service interfaces

into Web Services ��� ��� ��� ���� a set of XML�based standards� so that the search�

negotiation and use of online services are all in XML style� XML�s hierarchical data

model makes it natural to represent semi�structured XML 	les by heterogeneous tree

��
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structures during processing� Other examples of heterogeneous data include unstruc�

tured textual documents and program codes that are usually transformed into syntax

parse trees for analysis� molecular structure information in biopharmaceutics and bio�

chemistry� which is usually represented as graphs for structural analysis �� ��� ��� ����

standard RDF ��� 	les that describe online knowledge as resource description graphs

for computer programs to comprehend� and so on�

Computations with these large heterogeneous data tend to be globally distributed�

due to the global distribution of either the data� the data users� or both� To adapt

to the increasing size� heterogeneity and distribution of data� the architecture of the

computations has been evolving more and more towards moving computation to data�

� Client�server�

Traditional client�server architecture splits a data processing task into two

parts� the data server processes its database and generates intermediate results�

and user�client� programs on remote computers further process the results� For

the server and its clients to communicate� a query language or a remote proce�

dure call interface such as CORBA ��� and Java RMI ��� is used� With the rise

of heterogeneous data� a quick �but not necessarily satisfactory� solution is to

use the mature client�server architecture with some adaptation� This has been

the case for most XML applications� with the emergence of a large number of

XML query languages �see discussion regarding query languages below�� It has

also been the case in many online molecular data servers �� ��� ��� ��� ���� Each

of these servers usually supports both queries in a query language and remote

invocations of a set of standard analysis program procedures� A disadvantage

of using client�server architecture is that the ways to manipulate the data are
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restricted by the� typically limited� expressiveness of the query language and�or

the limited set of procedures available on the server for remote invocation� This

may not be a problem for relational data� whose structure is homogeneous

and simple� but can be a problem for heterogeneous data� whose structure is

complex� There may be too many possible ways of data manipulation to be

completely covered by the query language and pre�stored procedures� This has

been one of the motivations to the solution of moving data to computation�

� Moving data to computation�

The approach of replicating raw data to user�designated compute servers for

processing was 	rst used in particle physics for simulation data processing ���

where the computation with the large data requires intensive processor power

that cannot be satis	ed by a single regular data server but needs a pool of

powerful compute servers� Later on� many molecular data servers �e�g�� ��� ����

allowed users to download raw data 	les to their local computers� automati�

cally or manually� for user�customized analyses� They did so because of the

abundance of methods for analyzing molecular data� some of which might have

been developed after the servers were implemented and some might have been

users� business secrets� These might not all have been expressible using query

languages� or covered by the standard analysis procedures on the servers� Stor�

ing data on users� computers gives users direct access to the data� Users can

implement any computation they want� using any language with su�cient ex�

pressiveness� However� this approach requires that every user has full access

to some powerful computer� Another problem is that moving large data on

global network is di�cult because of technical and economical limitations to
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network bandwidth� Even if solutions like peer�to�peer 	le sharing ��� and

data compression can be used� when the data are extremely large� at the scale

of a petabyte or even more� moving the data to users� local computers or user�

designated compute servers becomes impractical�

� Moving computation to data�

The immovability of extremely large data has led to the idea of coupling super

processing power with the data servers� with users sending their custom pro�

grams to the data servers for execution �� ���� Large data are fully processed

on the data servers without any moving� Mobile�program techniques such as

mobile code ��� and mobile agents ��� may be used to move user programs to�

wards data� However� opening data servers to mobile programs raises security

concerns for the servers� Protecting mobile program hosts against erroneous

and malicious mobile programs is an active research area� A review on secu�

rity enforcement techniques� especially for mobile programs� can be found in

Section ����

Besides architecture� another issue regarding computation with heterogeneous

data is the programming approach for the computation� As described in Section ����

one basic computation in manipulating heterogeneous data is to search for a pattern

in the data and apply some operation on the target elements found� In practice� there

are two styles of implementations for such computation� indirect data manipulation

through a data management system with a special�purpose query language �remote

procedure call interfaces can be deemed as a simpli	ed form of query language�� and

direct data manipulation fully in a general�purpose programming language� Neither

of them has been satisfactory so far�
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The great success of using SQL ��� in handling relational databases has led to

attempts to extend the approach to heterogeneous data manipulation� A large number

of special�purpose query languages for XML data processing �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

have been proposed� emerging from both the database community and the structured�

text community� Graph query languages also arose in the bioinformatics community

for structural search and analysis of molecular data ��� ���� and in the Semantic Web

��� community for online knowledge processing ��� ����

However� special�purpose query languages usually have limited expressive power

designed for speci	c applications� This creates problems� which become prominent in

the presence of heterogeneous data�

� Poor extensibility� The limited expressiveness ties programmers� hands when

confronting diverse and sophisticated computations with heterogeneous data�

The need for a new kind of �complex� patterns usually means redesign of the

query language� or invention of a new one� resulting in big changes to the

implementation of the data management system �e�g�� �����

� Impedance Mismatch problem �� ����� Due to the limited expressiveness of

query languages� query results must be passed into user programs developed in

a general�purpose language for further processing� incurring type mismatches

between the two programming environments� This creates the chance of secu�

rity holes� causes tedious extra workload for the programmer and the program

veri	er to ensure type correctness of the user program� and causes runtime

overhead for translation between the two environments�

A review of these problems can also be found in Section ��� in the context of XML

query languages�
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Manipulating heterogeneous data directly in general�purpose programming lan�

guages has not been well�addressed� until recently� All standard programming lan�

guages currently in practical use �e�g�� Java ���� C�� ����� OCaml ���� Haskell

���� etc�� have built�in mechanisms to express computation with homogeneous data

structures� such as homogeneous lists �arrays� and binary trees with only one type of

node values� but not computation with heterogeneous data structures� For example�

when expressing pattern searching over heterogeneous trees using these languages�

one has to either ��� assume a speci	c tree structure and hard�code all the types of

nodes and the ways of branching at each type of nodes �the program is not reusable

for other tree structures�� or ��� program at a low untyped level� �say� express nodes

by strings and searches by string comparisons� or by subclasses of a top class so that

searching requires lots of class casting�� use runtime type checking and allow runtime

errors� incurring signi	cant performance drawbacks and security risks�

Demonstration of the programming problem with heterogeneous data can be found

in Subsection ����� in the context of XML data� and in Section ��� for arbitrary

heterogeneous data�

Signi	cant e�orts to improve the situation have only been seen recently� including

the Pattern Calculus ��� ���� and a recent proposed extension to Haskell based on an

approach called 
scrap your boilerplate� �SYB� ��� ���� The Pattern Calculus allows

	rst�class terms of structures and patterns with static types� and allows a generalized

pattern matching� achieving parametric polymorphism on both structures� data access

paths� and search patterns� It provides the basis for this thesis� Discussion of the

Pattern Calculus is in Section ���� The SYB extension to Haskell is built on Haskell�s

type class system and type�safe casting� achieving type�safe traversal of arbitrary
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heterogeneous data by function overloading� However this approach is not able to

support programs with parameters to accept search patterns� so that the change of

search pattern requires re�programming� and programming for complex patterns is

di�cult ���� Discussion of the SYB approach can be found in Section ������

A related research topic� the visitor design pattern ��� ��� ���� also concerns traver�

sal of a heterogeneous object structure� However� it is more of a conceptual program�

ming scheme than a program template or library� It is still a problem to implement

a highly reusable visitor that can adapt to arbitrary object structures using existing

programming languages in practice ��� ����

��� Enforcing Program Security

����� Security Policies and Enforcement

A security policy de	nes what programs� or what actions of programs� are or are

not acceptable for the purpose of maintaining security of computing systems that

execute the programs� Automata are common abstractions of computing systems� so

that it is also common to formalize security policies using set� and automata�theoretic

approaches ���� A security policy can be represented as a predicate P�T � on the set T

of all possible state�transition traces of an automaton� where a state�transition trace

t � T is a sequence of state�action pairs representing program execution steps� in the

form �q�� a��� �q�� a��� �q�� a��� ���� where q�� q�� q�� ��� are system states� a�� a�� a�� ��� are

possible execution actions� and �qi� ai� � qi�� conforms to the transition relation of

that automaton� Theoretically� a program g is violating a security policy if its set of

all possible execution traces Tg does not satisfy P�T �� i�e�� P�Tg� � false�
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Security policies can be enforced by verifying static codes of target programs� or

by monitoring the execution of target programs at runtime�

Traditional veri	cation of static program code uses program�analysis techniques�

It explores an entire target program g to collect information and fully construct Tg�

and then veri	es P�Tg�� as in ���� In practice� P�T � is sometimes in the form of a set

fPa��q�� Pa��q�� ���g of predicates on program states� where Pai
�q� speci	es the possible

starting states upon which an action ai can be executed� When walking through a

program g� all actions are symbolically executed and� at each step� the corresponding

predicate to satisfy is picked up� All predicates are combined in the order of the walk�

through to generate a single� monolithic predicate called the veri	cation condition C �

The task of verifying P�Tg� becomes to verify C �� �� ����

Although such veri	cation has the advantage of zero runtime overhead� complex�

ity is a problem� To verify the predicate P�Tg� or C � one has to either prove the

predicate in a sound logic� as in �� ���� which cannot be fully automated and may be

undecidable� or use model�checking ��� Chap��� to verify that the predicate holds for

all possible values of the states in program execution ��� ���� which may su�er from

state explosion and incur exponential complexity� This disadvantage is unacceptable

especially for mobile program security veri	cation� as discussed in Subsection ������

To avoid the complexity problem with traditional static veri	cation� more recent

practice uses static type checking to verify security policies ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �����

This approach uses a statically�typed language for target programs� In a statically

typed program� types of all syntactic terms are annotated or can be inferred� There

are semantic rules specifying what types of terms can be used in expressions and op�

erations� and how the types of expressions and operations are derived from types of
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their component terms� Most importantly� these typing rules provably imply all the

desired security policies� Veri	cation of the policies reduces to checking the typing

rules by scanning through target program code and searching for some �counter� se�

mantic patterns of syntactic terms� Such pattern�searching is decidable and e�cient�

Another static approach to work around the complexity problem� speci	cally de�

signed for security of mobile programs �see Subsection ������� is to use Proof�Carrying

Code �� ��� ��� ����� It requires the creator of a target program to attach� to the pro�

gram� a formal proof of security� so that the execution hosts only need to check the

proof� which is e�cient and fast� However� this approach pushes back the di�cult

work of theorem proving to programmers� makes it di�cult for the programmers to

accept the approach�

On the other hand� runtime security monitors have low complexity and can enforce

policies related to runtime values� but incur signi	cant runtime overhead� A tradi�

tional monitor is typically a program running concurrently with target programs�

observing the trace of current execution of each target� and verifying at each step

that �qi� ai� is allowed� according to the policies enforced� before the target can ex�

ecute action ai ���� The observation is usually done through some event�triggering

mechanism� System control is transferred back and forth between the target and the

monitor� incurring many expensive context switches� The Java security manager ���

is an example�

To improve the runtime overhead of runtime security monitoring� a common prac�

tice is to use code instrumentation� an approach that merges monitors with target

programs by inserting checking code before security�relevant actions in target program
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code ��� ��� ����� With this approach� a target program and its monitoring code be�

come a single program and are executed in the same context� eliminating the need

for context switches� An implementation of code instrumentation usually includes

scanning through a target program� locating the monitoring points by searching for

some semantic patterns� and inserting appropriate monitoring code at these points�

Note that both static veri	cation and code instrumentation involve manipulation

of program codes� which are better represented as heterogeneous parse trees� So the

proposed approach of this thesis for manipulating heterogeneous data is applicable to

implementation of these security enforcement mechanisms themselves� More details

are in Subsection ����� and Chapter ��

����� Security of Mobile Programs

Mobile programs are programs that move to remote computers dynamically at run�

time through networks� for execution on the remote computers� In practice there are

two forms� mobile code ��� that is static program code to be sent to execution hosts

�one hop only� and be executed to termination� and live mobile agents ��� ��� that

can autonomously move themselves from computer to computer �multiple hops� and

resume execution upon arrival at each computer en route�

Using mobile programs is the major approach to move computation towards data�

one of the three ways to implement computation with remote large heterogeneous

data �Section ����� It gives data users the freedom to implement whatever data ma�

nipulation they want� unrestricted by the algorithms pre�established on data servers�

it also saves the bandwidth of moving large data around� When remote heterogeneous

data are extremely large and immovable� mobile programs become the only choice�
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However� accepting mobile programs poses a greater security risk for execution

hosts� and makes security enforcement more di�cult� In a general and open dis�

tributed system� mobile programs may come from unknown or untrusted users� The

execution hosts have no control over the development of the mobile programs� but

they are expected to launch the programs for execution upon receipt and without

signi	cant delay� to achieve a reasonable response time� Full program analysis or

intensive testing for security would cause unacceptable delay� proof�carrying program

code is easy to verify� but programmers need to do theorem proving� which cannot be

fully automated and may be undecidable� pure execution monitoring causes no delay

on launching a mobile program upon receipt� but incurs signi	cant runtime overhead

and performance penalty for the mobile program� Among security enforcement tech�

niques �see Subsection ������� static type checking ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� and execution

monitoring with code instrumentation ��� ��� ��� are the most applicable to mobile

programs� Both type checking and code instrumenting are e�cient and fast� so that

both approaches do not cause unacceptable delay for launching a mobile program� but

the execution of the instrumented code is a runtime overhead� Static type checking

does not create any extra work to do at runtime� so it is the only technique that can

both be run e�ciently and have no runtime overhead�

Since static type checking is a preferred security enforcement technique� especially

suited for mobile programs� and there is strong need to move computation with large

heterogeneous data to data servers �Section ����� it is desirable to implement compu�

tation with large heterogeneous data in a statically�typed way for e�cient security

checking� Programming with query languages and programming at a low untyped

level are both inferior for security reasons�
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����� Security with Java

The popular Java programming language ��� is highly portable because Java source

programs are compiled into bytecode� which is executable on standard Java virtual

machines ���� This makes Java especially suitable for developing mobile programs�

which can adapt to di�erent kinds of computer hardware at which they arrive�

A standard Java virtual machine imposes security on Java bytecode programs by

two means� static type checking ��� to enforce basic memory safety� and a pure run�

time monitoring mechanism called the security manager ��� to enforce authorization

on invoking library methods� There are many 	ner�grained application�speci	c or

user�speci	c security policies not enforced by these standard mechanisms� Intensive

e�ort has been put into enforcement of these policies� by either improving the type

system of the language then using static type checking ��� ��� ���� or using execution

monitoring with code instrumentation ��� ��� ��� ����

Researchers have paid much attention to security enforcement mechanisms� but

little to the security and reusability of the mechanism implementations themselves�

assuming that they can be realized by existing programming approaches without

problems� Unfortunately� this is not true�

� Security problem� The security of a security enforcement program itself is crit�

ical to the system protected by the program� hence it needs to be fully guar�

anteed� It is desirable to implement a security enforcement program in a fully

typed way so that it is possible to ensure full security by e�cient static type

checking� However� bytecode programs are syntactically heterogeneous trees�
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Both static type checking and code instrumentation to enforce security on byte�

code programs involve scanning through programs for patterns indicating viola�

tion� or potential of violation� of security policies� and further processing at the

matching locations� Although it is always possible to implement such computa�

tion at a low� untyped level with di�erent kinds of tree nodes �syntax terms� of

a bytecode program all represented as text strings� it is a challenge for existing

programming languages to represent bytecode programs as typed heterogeneous

data trees and express the manipulation of such trees in a well�typed way�

� Generality and reusability problem�

Di�erent researchers focus on di�erent categories of security policies� are con�

cerned with di�erent language abstractions� arrange di�erent actions upon 	nd�

ing patterns of insecurity� and usually end up with separate implementations�

For example� Pandey and Hassii ��� chose to enforce customized access control

policies by searching calls to related methods and inserting checking codes be�

fore the calls� Chander and Mitchell ��� came up with a similar solution� but

rather than inserting� they replaced method names being called with new ones�

Sabelfeld and Myers ��� enforced information��ow policies by checking types of

lower�level variables and instructions� Their expressions of security policies and

their implementations of the enforcement are quite di�erent from each other�

��� XML Data Processing

XML ��� is a common format to represent online data for exchangeability and

machine�comprehensibility� XML data elements are declared hierarchically� hence
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XML data are better represented as heterogeneous trees �or graphs if there is re�

cursive or mutual recursive declaration�� A basic operation in processing XML data

is to search over a data tree for items that match a pattern� and then apply some

computation to the matching items�

There are two styles of complex search patterns in XML data processing� The 	rst

is vertical patterns� as in the search for the population of cities of Canada� given a

piece of geographical data in XML format� Such a pattern describes the relationship

of XML elements �populations� cities� countries� from di�erent levels of a hierarchy�

Location paths� expressed in the popular XPath ��� language� fall in this category�

The second is horizontal patterns� as in the search for cities having child elements

for name� population� either timezone or continent� and zero or more rivers� i�e��

the pattern �cityName� population� timezone�continent� river��� Such a pattern

describes relationship of XML elements under the same parent element on the same

level of the hierarchy� The regular�expression patterns handled in XDuce ��� and

Cduce ���� are examples� Vertical and horizontal patterns can be combined into

even more complex search patterns�

There is a rich literature on algorithms to process XML data� assuming the use

of query languages� However� problems in using XML query languages have recently

been noticed� leading to attempts to directly express XML data processing in general�

purpose programming languages�

����� XML Query Languages

In the early years of XML� a large number of special�purpose XML query languages

such as Quilt ���� Lorel ��� YATL ���� XML�QL ���� XQL ��� and XSLT ���
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were invented to handle query and transformation of XML data� emerging from the

database community and the structured�text community� They are typically untyped�

handling both tag names and element content as strings�

These query languages have very limited programming power� and are unable to

express sophisticated computations on XML data� XSLT uses XPath ��� expressions

as patterns to search for in XML data� Although XPath is powerful in expressing

a wide range of vertical patterns� XSLT is limited in programming power� hence

incapable of expressing sophisticated computation for further processing of search

results� The other query languages are even more restrictive� both in expressing

search patterns and in programming� None of them is able to express horizontal

patterns systematically� although they can hardcode individual ones �e�g�� sibling

axes in XPath can represent simple horizontal patterns��

Due to the limited expressive power of query languages� in many settings the

queries and their results must be passed� at runtime� to other application programs

for further processing� incurring the Impedance Mismatch problem �� ���� as de�

scribed in Section ���� It creates greater security risks� since the type safety of XML

manipulation programs relies on runtime type�checking by explicit checking codes�

which are inserted by programmers at development time� The correctness and com�

pleteness of the checking code are not guaranteed�

����� Native XML Processing

In recent years� attempts have been made to merge XML processing into general�

purpose programming languages� Typical approaches introduce special types to rep�

resent XML data elements and special expressions to represent search patterns� in
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addition to standard programming language features� The most recent e�orts in�

clude XJ ���� XQuery ��� and C� ��� ��� focusing on vertical patterns� and XDuce

��� ���� and CDuce���� focusing on horizontal patterns� In terms of programming

style� XJ and C� are object�oriented� while XQuery� XDuce and CDuce are functional�

XJ and XQuery enforce static typing against XML schemas rather than making

XML data types native to the programming languages� They express search patterns

by embedded strings� Therefore� type mismatches still exist to some extent� C��

XDuce and CDuce express XML data and search patterns fully in native mode with

static typing� so that XML processing can be handled within a single language�

However� the inability to parameterize structures and patterns� and poor extensi�

bility� are two common shortcomings of all of these languages� First� these languages

can only parameterize XML data items� not structures of these items� nor the pat�

terns to match the structures� because the latter are not 	rst�class entities� Although

XML data can be parsed into well�typed trees� traversal of the heterogeneous XML

trees for pattern searching has to rely on runtime type�casts� and patterns have to be

hard�coded in programs� Second� these languages only allow speci	c kinds of patterns

and cannot be extended to other kinds easily in a type�safe way� An extension to

a new kind of patterns requires new features to be added to the language� the type

system has to be modi	ed� and so does the compiler�

XJ extends Java with XML data types and XPath expressions� capable of han�

dling vertical patterns conforming to XPath ��� ���� It expresses XML element types

as Java classes� and uses special embedded strings containing XPath expressions as

search patterns� Static typing of these XML types and embedded pattern strings
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against XML schemas is enforced by a special type checker� Because the type check�

ing is against XML schema types� not native Java types� XML data and pattern

expressions are not fully type�safe in Java� Since search patterns are just strings�

there is the potential to include patterns other than XPath expressions� but only

in a untyped way �or at best typed against XML schemas� not Java�� Also� the

special type checking requires that schemas for XML data are always available and

trustworthy� which is unrealistic in many situations�

XQuery is designed to be a query language� but is equipped with some basic

functional�programming features� It is intended to be a language for XML processing

analogous to SQL for relational data processing� It aggregates many features from

older XML query languages and SQL� and its data model and type system fully

conform to XML ��� and XML Schema ��� speci	cations� It is a superset of XPath

��� ���� with XPath expressions being native� so it is fully capable of handling vertical

patterns of the XPath form� On the other hand� XQuery has only very limited

functional programming features� Except in user�interactive settings� its expressions

are supposed to be embedded in host programs in other languages for processing of

query results� So the impedance mismatch problem still exists� just as in XJ� since

XQuery is only typed in terms of XML schemas� The mismatch between XML schema

types and host�language types weakens the safety of XML processing programs� The

only advantage over XJ is that� in the absence of XML schemas� XQuery expressions

can still be type�checked to some extent based on the type information in the query

expressions themselves�

C� is intended to extend C�� another general�purpose programming language�

with native types that support both object�oriented� relational and semi�structured
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data models� in order to unify the processing of all three kinds of data� It introduces

three new kinds of types� stream� anonymous struct and choice� roughly equivalent to

list� heterogeneous tuple and sum types in functional languages� It uses the notion of

content class for expression of XML schemas� For example� suppose an XML schema

for geographical data has a country element type� with name� population and zero or

more provinces as child elements� It then can be encoded as a content class Country

as�

class Country f
structf string name� float population� Province� provs� g�
��� �� appropriate constructor

void increasePopulation�float percentage�f���g
���

g

which contains an anonymous struct holding name� population and a stream of Province�

In turn� Province is another content class �declaration not shown here� for province

element type� which may have name� population and a stream of City as children�

and so on� Suppose canada is an instance of Country� The pattern to search for

the population of Canada can then be expressed as canada�population� To accom�

modate XPath�style vertical patterns� C� also introduces 	lter expressions such as

Country�name���Canada��� and transitive query expressions such as Country���population

for population data appearing at arbitrary depth below countries� For example� the

following method returns a stream of populations of cities in a given country�

virtual float� getPopulation�Country c�� f
foreach �p in c����City�population� yield return p�

g

The expressiveness of C� for patterns in XML processing is roughly equivalent to

XPath ��� ��� without backward axes� In contrast to XJ and XQuery� XML data and

pattern expressions in C� are fully native� expressed by identi	ers all having C� native
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types� There is no impedance mismatch problem� However� the pattern to search�

such as c	���City�population in the above method� has to be hard�coded in the

program and cannot be passed as an argument to a method in a typed manner� Hence

it is not possible to have a method reusable for di�erent patterns� i�e�� not possible to

make a program like get�somePatternType pattern� Country c	�� Moreover� adding

other kinds of patterns� for example XPath backward axes� self�nested structures� or

horizontal patterns� would require large changes to the language�

XDuce and CDuce are functional programming languages with regular�expression

types added to general�purpose functional language features� These two languages use

regular expressions to denote XML element types� and to de	ne horizontal patterns

to match XML elements� For example� the country element type above in the C�

example can be declared in CDuce as�

type Country � �country	
Name Population �Province���

type Province � �prov	
Name Population �City���

type City � �city	
Name Population ����

type Name � �name	
String�

type Population � �pop	
Int�

Ordinary pattern matching is supported by CDuce� and can be used to locate all

population items in a piece of XML data and apply some update to them�

let updatePop �x�� 	
 ��� �� 	
 �� �

let 
 y � �

xtransform 
 x � with

�pop	
�z  Int�� �	 
 �pop	
�z���������� �

in y

This CDuce function uses regular�expression type 
 �� �� to constrain both the pa�

rameter and result� meaning an element with any tag name and any content� and

uses regular�expression type 
pop��Int� to match any element with tag name 
pop�

and an integer as content� It traverses the whole structure of a given piece of XML
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data x using the macro iterative operator xtransform� 	nds all population elements�

and increases every of them by ���

In XDuce and CDuce programs� patterns are well�typed and are handled natively�

CDuce can even encode XPath�like vertical patterns with child axes �but not de�

scendant axes�� However� search patterns� such as 
pop��Int� in the above CDuce

program� are not 	rst�class terms and cannot be referenced and passed as well�typed

arguments� Also� the two languages are not able to handle vertical patterns in general�

Inclusion of new kinds of patterns such as vertical patterns would require signi	cant

extensions to the languages� if it is possible at all�

��� Pattern Calculus and bondi

����� Static Typing and Expressiveness

Enforcing a type system is one of the mainstream techniques to verify program cor�

rectness� and has become a common part of modern language design ���� A type

system consists of grouping language terms �variables and values� into categories

called types� with a set of syntactic rules called typing rules which de	ne what op�

erations can be applied on what terms� For example� in Java bytecode �which can

be deemed as the assembly language for Java Virtual Machine ����� integral oper�

ators� such as iadd� isub� iload� and istore� can only be applied to values of integer

type� not of �oating�point type nor reference type� Checking programs against the

typing rules of a type system can prevent errors and inconsistencies caused by pro�

grammer mistakes and� more recently� has been used to prevent security breaches in

malicious programs� Speci	cally� it is possible to design a type system whose typing
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rules imply all desirable security policies ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����� so that type checking

on programs enforces the security policies�

Type checking is usually done on program code before a program is executed�

unless a typing rule is de	ned in terms of runtime values� This requires developing

programs in a statically typed way� fully conforming to a static type system� that is�

a type system that does not rely on any runtime value�

However� expressing a computation in a statically typed way is not always possible�

A static type system is conservative� at the price of expressiveness� It guarantees that

the programs accepted are safe to run� but not necessarily that programs rejected are

problematic� Given a language with a static type system� there is always some legal

computation too complex to be expressible� and it is an endless process to search for

more expressive type systems to express more sophisticated computation ����

The Pattern Calculus ��� ��� ��� ��� aims at expressing reusable programs that

can handle arbitrary data types� It provides a type system more expressive than

those of the mainstream general�purpose programming languages in practical use�

Rather than using special types for speci	c purposes� such as in ��� ��� ����� Pattern

Calculus introduces general type abstractions for structures and for patterns to search

in structures� It�

� treats structures and patterns as 	rst�class values� just like data and functions�

allowing them to be referenced by variables� passed as arguments and pattern�

matched� all with 	rst�class native typing�

� allows a generalized form of pattern matching� without requiring the pattern

cases to be the same type� so that control �ows can be �recursively� determined

by structure� not just data�
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These features provide higher expressiveness� enable new forms of polymorphism

including structure polymorphism� path polymorphism and pattern polymorphism�

which will be demonstrated in the following subsections� Rather than a full cov�

erage of Pattern Calculus� the demonstrations will concentrate on features that di�

rectly enable the proposed approach of this thesis� A recently�designed experimental

general�purpose language� called bondi ��� �formerly FISH��� implements the Pattern

Calculus� and will be used to demonstrate the Pattern Calculus features in the follow�

ing subsections and to demonstrate my proposed approach in the rest of this thesis�

bondi syntax is similar to OCaml with some minor di�erences� hence this thesis will

not give full description but only explain when necessary�

����� Structure Polymorphism in Pattern Calculus

Pattern Calculus enables programs reusable for di�erent data structures� The reusabil�

ity is achieved by ��� extending the use of polymorphic types from representing data

to representing structures� and ��� generalizing standard pattern�matching to match

with polymorphic structure types�

Polymorphic types for data values are supported in many general�purpose pro�

gramming languages� such as OCaml ���� Haskell ���� and Java ���� to enable

reusability� For example� in OCaml ���� a list of datum elements of arbitrary type

can be declared�

type �a list �

Nil

� Cons of �a � ��a list���

whose elements are of polymorphic type a �in OCaml� the single quote before a

variable name indicates a type variable� to distinguish it from ordinary variables�
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The bondi language implementation removes the need of single quote�� Operations

on lists can be programmed by using standard pattern matching� For example� a

program to calculate the size of a list can be like this�

let rec listSize x � �� �rec� indicates recursive function in OCaml��
match x with

Nil �	 �

� Cons �y� z� �	 � � �listSize z���

Function listSize is reusable for di�erent types of list elements� It can be applied

to a list of integers� a list of strings� or a list of lists� to name a few� It uses pattern

matching to distinguish and handle di�erent list constructors� The 	rst case tries to

match the argument against pattern Nil� and the second against pattern Cons �y�z��

Such a standard pattern matching construct is a common feature in mainstream

functional languages such as OCaml ��� and Haskell ���� The type systems of these

languages require that every match case in a pattern matching construct must have

the same type� Since the overall type of the function listSize is �a list���int�

every pattern must have type �a list�� and the specialized action for every case

must have type int� so that the type of every case is consistent with the function

type�

When there is a need to use a di�erent data structure other than list� say� a binary

tree like�

type �a btree �

Leaf of �a

� Node of �a � ��a btree� � ��a btree���

a di�erent program of type �a btree���int will be needed for the size calculation�

let rec btreeSize x �

match x with

Leaf y �	 �

� Node �y� z� w� �	 � � �btreeSize z� � �btreeSize w���
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For programming e�ciency and maintainability� it is desirable to have a single

program able to compute the size of an arbitrary data structure� For example� it

would be nice to have a function size of type b��int� in which the parameter x �of

type b� would be polymorphic not only on the type of data elements� but also on

the type of the data structure� so that it could handle both lists and binary trees�

let rec size x �

match x with

Nil �	 �

� Cons �y� z� �	 � � �size z�

� Leaf y �	 �

� Node �y� z� w� �	 � � �size z� � �size w���

However� such a function would violate the type systems of the standard functional

languages� because the pattern matching cases have di�erent types�

Pattern Calculus achieves reusability for di�erent data structures by generalizing

the typing rule for pattern matching� Rather than requiring each match case being

the same type as the function type� it only requires that the type of each case is a

specialization of the default function type� and the specialization is determined by

the type of the pattern� For example� function size above �after a slight syntax

change� would be well�typed in bondi� because the default function type b��int can

be specialized to �a list���int in the 	rst two match cases� and to �a btree���int

in the last two cases�

The type specialization in pattern�matching constructs allowed by Pattern Cal�

culus is based on uni	cation ��� an important concept in term rewriting and logic

programming� An uni	cation process tries to make two terms �syntactically� equal

by substituting into free variables�

Let ft��x�� t��x�� ���� tn�xngt denote a term obtained from term t by substituting

into free variables x�� x�� ���� xn in t with terms t�� t�� ���� tn respectively� i�e�� for every
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xi� all its free occurrences in t are replaced by ti �all bound occurrences of xi are

replaced by a fresh variable� say� yi� beforehand�� u � ft��x�� t��x�� ���� tn�xng is

called a substitution� The composition of two substitutions u� and u�� denoted u�u��

is de	ned by �u�u��t � u��u�t��

If there exists a substitution u for two terms t� and t� such that ut� � ut�� u is

called a uni	er of the two terms� and the two terms are said to be uni	able� For

example� terms f�x� �� and f��� y� are uni	able� and substitution f��x� ��yg is an

uni	er of them� because

f��x� ��ygf�x� �� � f��� �� � f��x� ��ygf��� y�

A uni	er v of terms t� and t� is called the most general uni	er if� for every other

uni	er u of t� and t�� there exists a substitution w such that u � wv� It has been

proven that if two terms are uni	able� there exists a unique most general uni	er

�subject to variable renaming� ��� An uni	cation process� denoted as U�t�� t��� is

expected to take two terms as input� decide whether the two terms are uni	able� and

if they are� return the most general uni	er v �denoted by v � U�t�� t���� otherwise

terminate without returning anything �denoted by U�t�� t�� � ��

Obviously� the termination of an uni	cation process relies on the decidability of the

computation� The simplest case� 	rst�order uni	cation� where higher�order variables

�for functions� are not allowed� is decidable� Higher�order uni	cation in general is

undecidable� but second�order uni	cation with linear occurrences � of second�order

variables is decidable and there exists an e�cient algorithm ���� This enables e�cient

type inference for the generalized pattern matching allowed by the Pattern Calculus�

�Linear occurrence of a variable in a term means that the variable appears exactly once in the
term�
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The type specialization in pattern matching allowed by Pattern Calculus is cap�

tured by a new kind of terms called extension� of the form �at p use s else t��

which means an extension to the default function t at the pattern p by the special�

ization s �not confused with the type specialization mentioned above�� When such a

term is applied to a term t�� if t� matches pattern p� s is applied� otherwise t is applied�

In Pattern Calculus� patterns are either term variables� �constant� constructors� or

application of one pattern to another� Although simple� these are su�cient to express

�simple and complex� patterns de	ned in Section ���� The type of an extension term

obeys�

t � T � S p � T� s � vS

at p use s else t � T � S
v � U�T�� T � �����

t � T � S p � T�
at p use s else t � T � S

U�T�� T � � �����

These typing rules for an extension term do not require that the type T� of the

pattern must be the same as the parameter type T of the whole term �and of the

default function�� unlike other languages that support pattern matching� Rule �����

for successful matching only requires that type T� and T have a most general uni	er

v and the specialization s has type vS where S is the return type of the whole term�

For example� if the default function type is b��int� it su�ces that p has type �a

list� and s has type int� because b and �a list� have a most general uni	er

v � f�a� list���bg� and constant type int � v int� Rule ����� says that� even if T�

and T cannot be uni	ed� the term is still type�safe� but the specialization s can never

be used �in practice this usually means a programmer mistake�� A formal presentation

of the complete type system of Pattern Calculus can be found in ����
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The typing rules for extension terms enable pattern�matching more general than

the standard one in other languages� while maintaining type safety� Consider every

pattern matching case � p �� s to be a fragment of an extension term�

�at p use s else ����� A generalized pattern matching construct� such as that in

function size mentioned above� can be implemented as nested extension terms and

can be statically typed� For example� the function size in bondi syntax looks like

this�

let �size� b�	int� x �

match x with

� Nil �	 �

� Cons y z �	 � � �size z�

� Leaf y �	 �

� Node y z w �	 � � �size z� � �size w���

Its overall function type is declared as b��int polymorphically� but each case does

not have to have type b��int� Actually the cases are specialized to either �list

a���int or �btree a���int �types of data structures in bondi are written in the way

consistent with type applications� such as �list a�� not like �a list� in OCaml��

This function can be interpreted as�

at Nil use �
else �at Cons y z use � � �size z�

else �at Leaf y use �
else �at Node y z w use � � �size z� � �size w�

else error���

and obviously the specialized type of every case satis	es rule ������ The ultimate

default �if no pattern matches� is an error term error of type b��int� internally

de	ned in the bondi implementation using an exception constructor of polymorphic

type� It is implicit in the bondi surface syntax� and thus does not appear in the

de	nition of function size�
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The application of a bondi pattern�matching function on an argument is executed

�evaluated� as a sequence of reductions of extension terms� Below are the basic

reduction rules for extension terms �
�� represents the reduction relation of terms��

�at x use s else t� t� � ft��xgs �����
�at c use s else t� c � s �����
�at c use s else t� t� � t t� if t� cannot become c �����
�at p� p� use s else t� �t� t�� � � at p� use �at p� use s �����

else �y��t �p� y���
else �x� y��t �x y���

� t� t�
if t� is a constructed term

�at p� p� use s else t� t� � t t� �����
if t� cannot become applicative

The reduction here does not require explicit type information to guide the special�

ization of the polymorphic function� When the pattern is a variable x� the special�

ization s always applies with the free occurrences of x in s being substituted by the

argument t� �rule ����� When the pattern is a constructor� the specialization applies

only if the argument is also that same constructor �rule ����� otherwise the default

is applied �rule ����� With an applicative pattern� the reduction tries to match com�

ponents of the pattern with the components of an applicative argument respectively

�rule ����� If the argument is not applicative� the default is applied �rule ����� Note

that even if the pattern and the argument to compare with are of totally di�erent

types� the reduction can still proceed as in rules ����� and ������ although the pattern

matching will de	nitely fail and the default function will be used�

Note that� similar to languages that support standard pattern matching� Pattern

Calculus requires patterns to be linear� i�e�� each variable appearing in a pattern must

appear exactly once� no more and no less� to ensure correct binding of variables in

specializations so that reductions will not be ill�behaved� Firstly� a variable in a
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pattern must appear at least once� so that applicative patterns are not allowed to

eliminate binding variables during reduction� For example� pattern �y � �� x is

not allowed� otherwise� �at �y � �� x use x else t� � would reduce to x� so

that binding variable x would become free after reduction� Secondly� a variable in a

pattern must appear no more than once� For example� pattern �c x x� is not allowed�

otherwise� application �at c x x use x else t� �c p q� would reduce to q� with

binding variable p being eliminated�

�at c x x use x else t� �c p q�
� � at c x use �at x use x else �z��t �c x z���

else �y� z��t �y z��� �c p� q �rule ����
� � at c use �at x use �at x use x else �z��t �c x z���

else �w���y� z��t �y z�� �c w���
else �w� u���y� z��t �y z�� �w u��� c p q �rule ����

� � at x use �at x use x else �z��t �c x z���
else �w���y� z��t �y z�� �c w��� p q �rule ����

� � at x use x else �z��t �c x z��� q �rule ����
� q �rule ����

Actually� in the bondi implementation� these ill�behaved reductions will not hap�

pen� since pattern linearity requirement is among the typing rules of the type system

and is checked at the type inference stage� Programs with non�linear patterns will

be rejected� Note that linear occurrence of variables in a pattern also implies that

each function appearing in the pattern is a linear function� i�e�� it uses each of its

arguments exactly once�

Function size achieves both data polymorphism and structure polymorphism to�

gether� because its parameter of type b is polymorphic in both the type of the data

structure and the type of the data elements� Actually� these two forms of polymor�

phism can also be expressed separately in bondi� The type system of Pattern calculus
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treats every component of an applicative term as a 	rst�class term which has a 	rst�

class type and can be polymorphic if typed by a type variable� Hence� the structures

and the elements of constructed data can be typed and handled separately� and pos�

sibly polymorphically� For example� when declaring the type of a data parameter in

bondi� one can use a polymorphic type for the structure only� separating it from the

type for elements� Taking the mapping operation � as an example� one can not only

make a mapping program on lists� like�

map� �a�	b� �	 List a �	 List b

but can also make a mapping program that is parameterized on arbitrary homoge�

neous structures�

map�� �a�	b� �	 c a �	 c b

Function map	 has a parameter of type c a and return type c b� where type variable

c represents the polymorphic type for an arbitrary homogeneous structure� achieving

structure polymorphism� For example� a list of integers� a binary tree of text strings�

and a ternary tree of PDF 	les can all be passed to map	 for processing� Type variables

a and b are the types for data elements in the structure� achieving data polymorphism�

The actual de	nition of map	 is more complex than its type suggests as it relies on

the theory of data structures developed in Pattern Calculus� Interested readers may

refer to the Pattern Calculus paper ����

Note that the standard Haskell ��� with type class system also achieves the struc�

ture polymorphism equivalent to that presented in the function size and map	 above�

Rather than allowing polymorphic parameters for di�erent structures and generaliz�

ing the typing requirement of pattern matching� Haskell uses a di�erent approach�

�Mapping is an operation which	 given a data structure and a function	 applies the function to
every element of the data structure�
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declaring all structure types of concern as instances of a type class� and de	ning

specialized functions to overload for every type of structure�

Pattern Calculus supports not only 	rst�class structures in constructed data� but

also 	rst�class patterns and 	rst�class components in applicative patterns to match

structures� This enables another way to express structure polymorphism indepen�

dently� to use polymorphic variables in patterns to match structures� Doing so

becomes necessary in the presence of heterogeneous data structures� This achieves

not only structure polymorphism� but also another new form of polymorphism� path

polymorphism� as described in the next subsection�

����� Path Polymorphism in bondi

The Pattern Calculus and bondi support parameterization of not only homogeneous

structures� but also heterogeneous structures�

Recall the heterogeneous geographical data repository in Section ���� which may

contain di�erent types of substructures such as countries� provinces� cities� region

areas� populations� etc� Suppose population elements in such a repository are repre�

sented by data type�

datatype population � Pop of float��

bondi supports a program that is polymorphic on the repository structure� and that

can apply an update operation to all population elements regardless of what structure

the repository has and how heterogeneous it is�

let �updatePops��float�	float��	d�	d� f x �

match x with

� Pop z �	 Pop �f z�

� y z �	 �updatePops f y� �updatePops f z�

� z �	 z��
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Function updatePops takes two arguments� an update function f of type float��float

and a piece of data x of polymorphic type d� and applies the update function to the

content of all population elements wherever they occur in the data� and whatever the

structure of the data is� It is implemented by the generalized pattern matching allowed

by the type system of Pattern Calculus� and can accept a data repository of arbitrary�

most probably heterogeneous� structure� The patterns of the three matching cases

here are of di�erent types� The 	rst case is to match the target  a population element�

The second and third cases cause the action to be propagated to all parts of the

data structure� The pattern y z in the second case matches against any compound

data �e�g�� Country m n q where Country is a constructor and m� n and q are its

arguments which may themselves be atomic or compound�� and causes both parts of

the compound �e�g�� Country m n and q� to be updated recursively� The pattern z in

the 	nal case is used to terminate at atomic data� The three cases may be of di�erent

types� which would not be allowed in other languages that support pattern matching�

Note that in function updatePops polymorphism on data structures is achieved

by using 	rst�class term variable y in the applicative pattern of the second case to

directly match the head component �the structure� of an arbitrary applicative term

�constructed data�� This variable may match terms of di�erent types at di�erent

rounds of the recursive function calls� especially in a heterogeneous structure� With

this mechanism� updatePops is able to reach all target population values wherever

they are in a data repository� These targets may reside in substructures of di�erent

types in the given repository �e�g�� some are provincial populations and some are city

populations�� and hence they have di�erent access paths from the root of the whole

structure�
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Therefore� bondi�s support of using 	rst�class polymorphic variables as the head

components in applicative patterns achieves not only structure polymorphism� but

also access path polymorphism which is especially useful in the presence of heteroge�

neous data structures�

The scrap�your�boilerplate �SYB� approach ���� developed in parallel with the

Pattern Calculus and implemented as an extension to Haskell based on type class and

type�safe casting� also achieves path polymorphism roughly equivalent to that in bondi

function updatePops above� However the SYB approach does not support another new

form of polymorphism achieved by the Pattern Calculus  pattern polymorphism�

����� Pattern Polymorphism in bondi

The third form of polymorphism supported by the Pattern Calculus and bondi is

pattern polymorphism� due to the use of higher�order pattern terms ���� allowing

programs to be parametric in the choice of patterns to search for� such as in function

let �update�lin�a�	b��	�a�	a��	d�	d� nP f x �

match x with

� P z �	 P �f z�

� y z �	 �update P f y� �update P f z�

� z �	 z��

This is similar to function updatePops in form� but the pattern of target elements

to update is created from polymorphic parameter nP� The function update arises natu�

rally from function updatePops� but has a number of unusual technical features� First

some conventions� capitalized variables such as P are always free� unless explicitly

bound as in nP �to be thought of as �P�� Thus� the pattern P z contains a free vari�

able P and a bound variable z� Evaluation of update Pop will substitute constructor

Pop for P so that the pattern of the 	rst matching case becomes Pop z�
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Some care is required when substituting into patterns� so such variables are re�

quired to be linear as indicated by the linear type lin�a��b�� meaning that the

function of type a��b uses its argument exactly once� This is due to the linearity

requirement for patterns� as explained in Subsection ������ that each variable in a

pattern must appear exactly once� and so each function that appears in a pattern

must be linear� Linear terms� i�e�� terms of linear types� are explained in detail in

���� They represent 	rst�class values in bondi� similar to terms of function types�

and can be referenced and passed as arguments to programs� In this thesis� all lin�

ear terms are constructors� although there are important exceptions when bondi is

used in other situations� So� for now� lin�a��b� is the type of a constructor having

one parameter of type a for a data structure of type b� For example� Pop has type

lin�float��population�� Since a constructor value is mostly used in creating pattern

cases� a linear term itself �representing a constructor� is also called a pattern within

this thesis when it does not cause confusion�

����� Summary

The Pattern Calculus and bondi provide new expressive power and create the oppor�

tunity to represent sophisticated computations with large�scale data structures by

statically�typed programs� Such greater expressiveness has been proven powerful and

bene	cial for object�oriented processing of relational data ���� It also provides a basis

for the programming technique proposed by this thesis� to express computation with

arbitrarily heterogeneous data� and speci	cally to express XML data processing ���

and Java bytecode security enforcement ���� in a statically�typed� highly�parametric

and highly�reusable way�
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This thesis uses bondi for demonstration program examples�



Chapter �

Expressing Computations on

Heterogeneous Data

Data�intensive applications manipulate large amounts of data organized in data struc�

tures� Such manipulation typically consists of searching in a data structure for target

data items that match a pattern� then extracting information from� or updating� the

content of the matching targets� A pattern may be simple� or complex� as described

in Section ���� There is always an implicit universal quanti	cation with such pattern�

searching computation� requiring traversal of the whole data to 	nd all matching

targets� For example� given a relational table Countries for country information�

with data 	elds for country name� area and population respectively� a task to update

the Canadian population to be ���������� may be expressed by a SQL query like�

UPDATE Countries

SET Population � ����������

WHERE Countryname � �Canada�

It traverses the whole �homogeneous� list of records in the table and 	nds all records

��
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whose country name is Canada to apply the update� The implicit universal quanti	�

cation is common to all tasks� although di�erent tasks take di�erent action at each

record� However� in the case of heterogeneous data� expressing universal quanti	ca�

tion is a challenge� and is not as easy as the case for a homogeneous list in tabular

structure�

Section ��� will show that making typed and parameterized programs for pattern

searching in heterogeneous data is a problem for existing general�purpose program�

ming languages in practical use� Section ��� describes my solution to this problem�

i�e�� adopting a general�purpose programming language that supports 	rst�class typ�

ing of structures and patterns� and introducing a general kind of well�typed constructs

called pattern structures� and its use in programming� It shows that the approach can

express the universal searching with parameters for search patterns of any complexity

in a statically typed way� The solution achieves higher level of program reusability

and enables generic programming for arbitrary heterogeneity of data and arbitrary

complexity of search patterns�

��� The Challenge of Expressing Pattern Search�

ing

To demonstrate the challenge in implementing pattern searching computation� the

following subsections attempt to develop programs for the scenario of Section ���

in general�purpose programming languages� Three languages� i�e�� OCaml ���� Java

���� and the SYB extension ��� to Haskell ���� are chosen as representatives� OCaml

enforces overstrict typing� and is not able to develop a program that can adapt to
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di�erent substructures in heterogeneous data� Java allows limited adaptation to het�

erogeneous substructures through subclassing� The SYB extension to Haskell achieves

type�safe traversal of heterogeneous data by function overloading� All three are not

able to pass search patterns as well�typed arguments to programs� and have di�culty

handling complex patterns�

����� Pattern Searching in OCaml

Functional languages like ML strictly enforce static typing� No runtime checking is

needed for ML programs� However� the type systems of most functional languages

are over�restrictive and hence very in�exible in programming with heterogeneous data

structures� OCaml ��� is a variant of ML and is used here as a representative for

demonstration�

In OCaml ���� a heterogeneous data structure can be declared as a hierarchy of

various data types with their constructors� A structure of geographical data repository

may look like this�

type population � Pop of float��

type cityname � CityName of string��

type area � Area of float��

type city � City of cityname � population � area��

type provname � ProvName of string��

type province � Prov of provname � population � area � city list��

type countryname � CountryName of string��

type country � Country of countryname � population � area � province list��

type geodata � GeoData of country list��

A geographical data repository will be an instance of type geodata� To explore

such an instance and update all population values of Canadian cities by increasing

each of them by ��� one has to design a series of update functions�
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let updatePop �Pop x� � Pop x�������

let updateCity �City �ctn� pop� ar�� � City �ctn� updatePop pop� ar���

let rec updateCityList ctl � �� �rec� indicates recursive function in OCaml ��
match ctl with


� �	 
� �� 
� is a short
hand form for Nil	 and x��y for Cons �x�y� ��

� c��tail �	 �updateCity c����updateCityList tail���

let updateProv �Prov �pn� pop� ar� ctl�� � Prov �pn� pop� updateCityList ctl���

let rec updateProvList pl �

match pl with


� �	 
� �� the case for empty list ��
� p��tail �	 �updateProv p����updateProvList tail���

let updateCountry �Country �cn� pop� ar� pl�� �

if �cn �� CountryName �Canada��

then Country �cn� pop� ar� updateProvList pl�

else �Country �cn� pop� ar� pl���

let rec updateCountryList cl �

match cl with


� �	 
� �� the case for empty list ��
� c��tail �	 �updateCountry c����updateCountryList tail���

let updateGeodata �GeoData cl� � GeoData �updateCountryList cl���

This solution is statically well�typed� but obviously tedious� In order to traverse

the heterogeneous tree of di�erent data types� each and every di�erent data type of

nodes on all paths to target population values needs a di�erent update function! And

there is no way to make the pattern of targets a parameter� Consider some changes

to the task�

� there is a change in the structure� say� there is a capitalCity item directly

under country�

� the areas of Canadian cities rather than populations are to be updated�

� the population of Canadian provinces and of Canada also need to be updated�
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Then many of the functions need to be redesigned� When the size of the data struc�

ture becomes bigger� and Canadian cities also appear in many other substructures�

the programming will be more tedious� What makes it even worse is that when

knowledge about the structure of the data parameter is not available or not complete

at programming time� which is usually the case in modular software development

practice� there is no way to design these functions�

In OCaml� pattern searching can be done in one function only when the data

structure is homogeneous� For example� it is easy to update population values which

are all in a list�

let rec updatePopList poplist �

match poplist with


� �	 
�

� head��tail �	 �updatePop head����updatePopList tail���

So alternatively� the programming for heterogeneous structure can be simpli	ed

when the constructors of all concerned nodes� i�e�� populations� cities� provinces and

countries� are declared to be the same type to remove the heterogeneity�

type geodata � �� any component with population value�s� under it ��
Pop of float��

� City of cityname � geodata � area��

� Prov of provname � geodata � area � geodata list��

� Country of countryname � geodata � area � geodata list��

� GeoData of geodata list�� �� for the list of countries ��

let rec updatePops data �

match data with

Pop x �	 Pop x�����

� City �cn� pop� ar� �	 City �cn� updatePops pop� ar�

� Prov �pn� pop� ar� ctl� �	 Prov �pn� pop� ar� updateList ctl�

� Country �CountryName �Canada�� pop� ar� pl� �	

Country �CountryName �Canada�� pop� area� updateList pl���

� Country �cn� pop� ar� pl� �	 Country �cn� pop� ar� pl���

� GeoData cl �	 GeoData �updateList cl���

let rec updateList gl �

match gl with


� �	 
�

� head��tail �	 �updatePops head����updateList tail���
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Although simpler in form� this solution is not a substantial improvement� Again� the

pattern of targets cannot be parameterized� changes of the structure or the pattern

require changes to the function updatePops� and precise knowledge of the whole data

structure is required when designing the function�

These OCaml examples indicate that the type system of the OCaml language is

not expressive enough for computations with arbitrary heterogeneous data structures�

One over�restriction is the typing requirement that all cases of a pattern�matching

syntax 
match ��� with� must be the same type� This makes it impossible to match

di�erent types of substructures in di�erent rounds of recursive calls to one function�

It is also a problem that� although OCaml supports pattern matching� patterns are

not 	rst�class values� so there cannot be explicit terms of patterns in expressions� nor

pattern parameters�

����� Pattern Searching in Java

Java �source� programming language ��� is usually deemed to be a language combin�

ing strong typing and programming �exibility� This subsection will show that using

Java can make a little progress� but does not solve the di�culty of programming in

the presence of heterogeneous data structures�

Suppose a data structure of geographical information for the scenario of Section

��� is represented as a hierarchy of 	eld references of various Java classes� as follows�

�� singly�linked list

public class List�E	 f E node� List�E	 next� ��� g

public class Pop f float p� ��� g
public class CityName f String n� ��� g
public class Area f float a� ��� g
public class City f CityName ctn� Pop pop� Area ar� ��� g
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public class ProvName f String n� ��� g
public class Province f ProvName pn� Pop pop� Area ar� List�City	 ctl� ��� g

public class CountryName f String n� ��� g
public class Country f CountryName cn� Pop pop� Area ar� List�Province	 pl� ��� g

public class GeoData f List�Country	 cl� ��� g

To save space� the class declarations are listed in a condensed form� and appro�

priate constructors and get�set methods are not listed here� It is worth mentioning

that� in the declaration of the class List� a type parameter E is used to represent any

possible type of list elements� It must be specialized to a concrete type when using

the class List� such as List
City� and List
Province� in the above declarations�

This feature is called generic types� and was introduced in the third edition of the

Java Language Speci	cation ��� Section ����� It enables declarations of data struc�

tures and methods that can be used for di�erent types of elements� However� it only

works for homogeneous data structures� and does not help at all for heterogeneous

structures�

If we use only the basic Java language features to implement the exploration of

a heterogeneous object tree linked by 	eld references� the program would have many

class casts and need many runtime checks using instanceof instructions� manually

inserted before every cast by the programmer� Class casts are not type�safe and ruin

the static typing� Programs may crash at casting errors�

A better solution is to take advantages of the visitor programming scheme ��� ����

Palsberg and Jay ��� implement a universal visitor as class Walkabout using Java�s re�

�ection API �java�lang�reflect� ���� In Walkabout� a general method visit�Object

o� takes an arbitrary object as argument� and checks if a specialized visit method

exists for the actual class of the object� If such specialized method exists� it is invoked
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on the object� otherwise� all accessible 	elds of the object are recursively visited by

the general visit method �assuming no reference loop��

class Walkab ou t f
void visit�Object v� f

if � v �� null � f
Object 
� os � v�

Class vClass � v�getClass���

Class 
� cs � vClass�

try f this�getClass���getMethod��visit��cs��invoke�this�os�� g
catch �java�lang�NoSuchMethodException e� f
if ����v instanceof Number���v instanceof Byte���v instanceof Short��

�v instanceof Character���v instanceof Boolean��� f
java�lang�reflect�Field 
� vFields � vClass�getFields���

for �int i��� i�vFields�length� i��� f
try f this�visit�vFields
i��get�v��� g
catch �java�lang�IllegalAccessException e�� f�g �� Cannot happen

g
g

g
catch �java�lang�Exception e� f�g �� Cannot happen

g
g

g

Given the class Walkabout� searching�updating objects of a speci	c class is easy�

by making a simple subclass of Walkabout with a specialized visit method� For

example� the following class can be used to increment population values in all objects

of class Pop in an instance of class GeoData�

class UpdatePop extends Walkabout f
public void visit�Pop pop� f

pop�p � pop�p � ����

g
g
���

GeoData data � ��� �

UpdatePop upd � new UpdatePop���

upd�visit�data��

���

In the new class we only need one specialized visit method for target Pop objects�

The general method visit�Object o� in Walkabout takes care of all other objects
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of various classes in the reference tree� without the need of many methods for the

classes� This can be done because all the classes� although di�erent from each other�

are subclasses of class Object� Both visit methods are statically typed� This is

an improvement compared with the OCaml solution in the previous subsection� in

the sense that the program can be used for di�erent data repositories of possibly

di�erent structures� and one single method can handle all di�erent substructures in

the universal traversal� even if these substructures are not known in advance�

However� this Java solution does not improve the situation as much as it seems

at 	rst�

� The general visit method uses runtime type checking and runtime exception

handling heavily� Since this method will be invoked for every object in the

whole reference hierarchy� the runtime overhead is signi	cant�

� Although it is possible to use objects of class Class to represent patterns �not

shown above� and pass them as parameters� every new pattern for objects of a

di�erent class �e�g�� to update Area instead of Pop� would require a new visit

method� so that a new subclass of Walkabout would be needed and the whole

program would need to be recompiled�

� More importantly� when the search pattern for targets is complex� e�g�� search�

ing for populations of cities of Canada rather than all population elements�

programming in this style starts getting complicated� When the pattern be�

comes arbitrarily complex in a hierarchical way� the programming will be very

clumsy� programs hard to understand� and eventually becomes impossible in

practice�
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����� Pattern Searching using SYB in Haskell

The proposed extension to Haskell based on the 
scrap your boilerplate� �SYB� ap�

proach ��� enables traversal of heterogeneous data by overloading� and processing

of di�erent data types by type�safe casting� In standard Haskell ���� programming

to update population values in a data repository would be as clumsy as in OCaml

�Subsection ������� However� with the SYB extension� updating all population values

can be as simple a program as�

updatePops ���population�	population��	d�	d

updatePops f � everywhere �mkT f�

Here f is the update function of type population��population to apply on a target

population data type� mkT is a type extension function to extend f so that it can be

applied to any data type� not just population� It is de	ned using a type�safe cast

operator� The resulting extended function� �mkT f�� behaves like f when applied to

a population� and like the identity function when applied to any other types�

everywhere is a recursive traversal function to apply function �mkT f� to every

substructure in the given data� The type of everywhere is�

everywhere ��Term a �	 �forall b� Term b �	 b�	b��	d�	d

where �Term a� is a context constraint� meaning that everywhere can only traverse

types that are instances of the type class �Term a�� Type class �Term a� hosts a

generic one�layer map function� Every type that will be encountered in the traversal

must be declared as instance of this class� and must have its own version of the

map function de	ned� Function everywhere is then recursively de	ned using the map

function� and the traversal is performed by overloading the map function for di�erent

substructures�
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Function everywhere takes two arguments� a polymorphic function of type �forall

b� Term b �� b��b� and an arbitrary piece of data of type d� and applies the function

argument to every node in the structure of the given data� Note that the type of

the function argument is a quanti	cation over all types of class Term a� because the

function will be applied on di�erent types of data during the traversal� Such rank��

types are not supported by standard functional languages including standard Haskell�

where a polymorphic function must be bound to one certain type before the whole

computation starts�

Obviously� function everywhere is reusable for di�erent structures of heterogeneous

data� and can 	nd targets wherever they appear in a heterogeneous structure� This

is an improvement comparing with the situation in OCaml �and standard Haskell��

and is roughly equivalent to the expressiveness of the visitor solution in Java�

At a glance� function everywhere seems also reusable for di�erent types of targets�

because it is polymorphic on the function f to be applied to targets� However� this

reusability is downgraded by the need to supply a di�erent function for f in the case of

a di�erent type of targets� For example� to update all area elements rather than popu�

lation ones� a update function of type area��area instead of population��population

is needed� Re�programming is always necessary for a di�erent type of targets� Fur�

thermore� since the polymorphism on target type relies on the type of the function f�

a complex pattern to search for would incur clumsy programming to provide such as

function� For example� there is no way for the Haskell version of function updatePops

above to handle the update of population of all Canadian cities� except that the search

for the cities and their populations within Canada would be handled by the function

argument for f� An attempt to relate this approach to XPath processing ��� also
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indicates that it will be very di�cult� if possible at all� to extend the approach to

achieve reusability for complex patterns systematically�

On the contrary� in the proposed approach of this thesis� reusability for patterns

relies on explicit pattern parameters of 	rst�class types� so that re�programming for

di�erent patterns is minimized� and in many cases can be eliminated at all� no matter

how simple or complex the patterns are� This is described in the next section�

��� Pattern Searching with Pattern Structures

It can be seen from the previous section that the di�culty in expressing computation

with heterogeneous data comes from the universal quanti	cation under heterogeneity�

that is�

� there is a need to 	nd all occurrences of a pattern�

� the contexts of the occurrences may be di�erent in di�erent places�

� the situation is even worse when the quanti	cation is for a complex pattern�

which is a combination of several di�erent simple patterns�

This section presents a general solution to address these problems� by showing the

paces of developing more and more sophisticated programs for computation tasks of

increasing di�culties� It introduces the idea of pattern structures and programming

using pattern structures� in a general�purpose programming language that implements

Pattern Calculus ��� ���� taking advantages of the 	rst�class typing of structures and

patterns and the generalized form of pattern matching supported by the language�
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At present� the only language that implements Pattern Calculus is bondi ����� It

is used in this section and the following two chapters to write example programs for

demonstration� bondi syntax is similar to OCaml and some important distinctions

have been explained in Section ���� So its syntax will not be explained here unless

necessary�

As a convention� a� b� c� d� ��� are used as variables for types and ���� w� x�

y� z are variables for values�

To demonstrate the idea� let us go back to the geographical data updating task

described in Section ���� Add �� to the population of all the Canadian cities� and see

how to express programs with various kinds of parameters using bondi�

First of all� a datatype of populations can be de	ned as�

datatype popul � Pop of float��

This declaration introduces both a new type popul and a new term� its constructor

Pop� of type float��popul� Here is a function for updating populations by pattern�

matching�

let �atPopIncrementBy�Percent�popul�	popul� x �

match x with

� Pop z �	 Pop �z � �������

When applied to a term of the form Pop z� it returns Pop �z�	��	�� This function can

be parameterized with respect to the action to be taken on populations� by de	ning

let �atPopApply��float�	float��	popul�	popul� f x �

match x with

� Pop z �	 Pop �f z���

let incrementBy�Percent x � x�������

let atPopIncrementBy�Percent � atPopApply incrementBy�Percent��

�At the time of writing this document	 there is another language under development called bronte	
which implements an improved version of the Pattern Calculus ���
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Evaluation of the new version of atPopIncrementBy	Percent reduces to the old one

by substituting for the variable f�

More generally� when population values are stored in larger data structures� e�g��

a list� they can all be updated using the following function�

datatype list a �

� Nil

� Cons of a and �list a���

let �atListApply� �a�	b� �	 list a �	 list b� f x �

match x with

� Nil �	 Nil

� Cons y z �	 Cons �f y��atListApply f z���

list is a basic data structure� which is recursively declared� as in other functional

languages� Conventionally� �� is a shorthand for an empty list Nil� and x��y for

Cons x y�

The Function atListApply is de	ned by pattern�matching over the two list con�

structors� It takes a function f as its 	rst argument and applies it to every element

�of type a� of a list� For example�

let updateFloatInList � atListApply incrementBy�Percent��

acts on lists of �oats and

let updatePopInList � atListApply atPopIncrementBy�Percent��

acts on lists of populations� This illustrates how atListApply is reusable for di�erent

choices of types a and b for list entries� Similarly� many other functions can be

de	ned for other homogeneous structures� For example� we can imagine a function

atBinTreeApply for a binary tree of populations�

There is no surprise up to this point� Standard functional languages such as

OCaml and Haskell can also express these programs in the same way� parameterizing
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instances of a particular data structure� and the operation to be applied on the

elements in the structure�

However� in OCaml� every new structure of populations �say� a ternary tree�

would require a new function� while in bondi �and also in Haskell� only one program

is needed� with a polymorphic parameter for data of arbitrary structure� For example�

lists� binary trees and ternary trees can all be handled by function map	 as described

in Subsection ������

map�� �a�	b� �	 c a �	 c b

Even map	� however� is not �exible enough for practical use� since typical large�scale

data are not as homogeneous as indicated by type c a� which means that a structure

of type c contains only one type of elements� For example� a repository of geographical

data will probably have elements of populations as well as city names and areas� and

these elements of di�erent types may appear in di�erent substructures� Simply put�

a structure of geographical data is most probably heterogeneous�

Fortunately� a function updatePops that acts on all population values wherever

they occur in a heterogeneous data repository is possible in bondi� as described in

Subsection ������

let �updatePops��float�	float��	d�	d� f x �

match x with

� Pop z �	 Pop �f z�

� y z �	 �updatePops f y� �updatePops f z�

� z �	 z��

The generalized pattern matching here� supported by bondi� enables matching with

di�erent type of substructure in each recursive call� and is critical to express universal

quanti	cation over a heterogeneous data structure� For example�

updatePops incrementBy�Percent 
Pop x�� Pop x����
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evaluates to �Pop x	�	��	�Pop x��	��	�� but

updatePops incrementBy�Percent �
Pop x���Pop x����

evaluates to ��Pop x	�	��	��Pop x��	��	� even though the populations appear on

di�erent levels of the data structure� This adaptiveness to heterogeneity of the data

structure remains when the data structure gets more complex� Suppose a concrete

structure of geographical data is declared as�

datatype popul � Pop of float��

datatype cityname � CityName of string��

datatype area � Area of float��

datatype city � City of cityname � popul � area��

datatype provname � ProvName of string��

datatype province � Prov of provname � popul � area � list city��

datatype countryname � CountryName of string��

datatype country � Country of countryname � popul � area � list province��

datatype geodata � GeoData of list country��

A geographical data repository is an instance of type geodata� Suppose�

let somedata � GeoData ��� ��

Then applying program updatePops as

updatePops incrementBy�Percent somedata��

can update all populations within somedata� no matter where they appear� under

cities� provinces� or countries�

Hence� the program updatePops is not only reusable for data repositories of dif�

ferent structures� but also scalable in the sense that it works for heterogeneous data

structures of any complexity� The visitor solution in Java in Subsection ����� and the

SYB solution in Haskell in Subsection ����� are roughly as expressive as this program�
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Examining the program above� it is clear that the constructor Pop is playing a

completely passive role� and so is ripe for parameterization� As described in Subsec�

tion ������ constructors are 	rst�class linear terms supported by the Pattern Calculus

and bondi� so is able to act as arguments�

let �update�lin�a�	b��	�a�	a��	d�	d� nP f x �

match x with

� P z �	 P �f z�

� y z �	 �update P f y� �update P f z�

� z �	 z��

Function updatePops is actually a specialization of the generic function update with

constructor Pop as argument� and the population update task can be carried out by�

update Pop incrementBy�Percent somedata��

A di�erent constructor �say� Area� can be passed to the 	rst parameter of update

for a di�erent type of target elements to be updated in a di�erent task �say� updating

area values not populations�� without the need to change the program� Recall from

Section ����� that� in this thesis� all linear terms are constructors� and a constructor

value is mostly used in creating pattern cases� so a linear term is also called a pattern

within this thesis when it does not cause confusion� Further� because a pattern created

from a linear term �such as �P z� or �P y z�� is a simple pattern �to match only one

�sub�structure�� sometimes a linear term is also called singular pattern to distinguish

it from complex patterns �represented by instances of pattern structures as described

later��

So the bondi program update is reusable for di�erent singular patterns of target

structures� This reusability from explicit 	rst�class pattern parameters stands out

above other existing programming languages�

Rather than updating� some processing tasks with large�scale data just collect

information� For example� one may want to check if all population values are positive�
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Similar to update� a function check� that simply checks that some property holds for

the content of every target structure� can be de	ned as�

let �check�lin�a�	b��	�a�	bool��	d�	bool� nP f x �

match x with

� P z �	 f z

� y z �	 �check P f y�  �check P f z�

� z �	 True��

where True� False are two constant constructors of type bool as usual and �� is

logical�or� Then validation of population values can be done as�

let isPositive x � �x 	 ������

check Pop isPositive somedata��

Again� the program check achieves parameterization of the data structure� the

pattern to match targets� and the operation to apply on targets �the boolean function

to check the content of targets��

Although the expressiveness achieved by bondi so far stands out above other exist�

ing programming languages� it is not yet su�cient for the real situations of processing

large�scale data� For example� function update updates all population values� without

distinguishing the contexts they are in� What if the task becomes� Add �� to all

population values of cities �but not of provinces and countries�� In such a case� the

computation needs to search for all occurrences of pattern City 	rst� Under every

matching target� all occurrences of pattern Pop must be searched for� It is actually a

nesting of two universal quanti	cations� �for all cities �for all populations� ���		� One

possible solution for such a nesting of universal searching is nested calls� like�

update City �update Pop incrementBy�Percent� someData��

where di�erent patterns are passed into di�erent level of the nested calls� Similarly�

the task verify that all population values of cities are positive can be done by�
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check City �check Pop isPositive� somedata��

However� this solution is unsatisfactory� since more complicated patterns will then

require nesting of more updates and checks� so that the complexity of programming

can increase unboundedly� and automatic processing of patterns would be di�culty if

possible at all� And there is still the challenge of checking side�conditions� e�g�� that

the cities must be in Canada�

Obviously� a systematic way to represent complex patterns is desired� Given

that singular patterns are 	rst�class values in bondi� it is a natural idea to construct

abstract structures containing these values to represent complex patterns� analogous

to data structures containing 	rst�class datum values�

When designing a data structure� a programmer needs to de	ne constructors that

construct instances of the structure from primitive data and smaller structured data�

For example� structure list is de	ned as having optional constructors Nil and Cons�

structure country is de	ned as having one unique constructor Country� The choice

of constructors is made by the programmer based on the ways of combining smaller

data into bigger ones�

This is also the case when designing structures for complex patterns� The choice

of constructors for a structure is up to its programmer� who should make decision

based on the ways of combining simpler patterns into more complex ones under con�

sideration� according to the needs of the application at hand�

As an example� consider this structure de	nition�

datatype boolpat

at a b �

� Bsingle of lin�a�	b� and �a�	bool�

at �a��a���b��b�� �

� Bconcat of lin�a��	b�� and boolpat a� b�

� Bdisj of boolpat a� b� and boolpat a� b�

� Bconj of boolpat a� b� and boolpat a� b���
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Here 
at� indicates matching with di�erent forms of the type arguments� boolpat

takes two type arguments� each of which can be either atomic� or pairs of types� Con�

structor Bsingle represent the base case� a singular pattern for boolean veri	cation�

Its 	rst parameter is a singular pattern� and the second a boolean function which will

be used to verify the content of the target structures matching the singular pattern�

Three other constructors are declared recursively� representing three ways of combin�

ing smaller patterns into more complex ones� Bconcat represents concatenation of a

sigular pattern with a pattern structure� Bdisj represents inclusive disjunction of �the

veri	cation results for� two boolpat structures� Bconj represents conjunction of �the

veri	cation results for� two boolpat structures�

Although the declaration of boolpat is similar to those of data structures� and it

uses the same syntax keyword datatype� boolpat is not a data structure� because its

concrete instances will contain values of singular patterns� which are linear function

types rather than primitive data types� Such a structure is called a pattern structure

in this thesis� A pattern structure declaration may include primitive data types� if the

patterns of concern will match some primitive values� or the specializations of some

pattern cases need data arguments� An example can be found in the next section

when de	ning another version of boolpat� called boolpat�� Conceptually� ordinary

functions should not be parts of a pattern for data processing� because it is not

possible to search for a function in a data structure� However� a pattern structure

declaration can include ordinary function types for programming convenience� as in

boolpat� The ordinary function in an instance of a pattern structure should not

be used in creating pattern cases to match with data� but can be used to de	ne

the specializations for cases� In the pattern cases to match with patterns� as in the
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function checkps below� it is possible to have the ordinary functions appearing in

pattern cases� but the functions should never appear as the 	rst component of any

applicative term in the patterns� due to the linearity requirement for patterns�

Pattern instances of a pattern structure can be declared� similar to declaring

compound data instances of a data structure� The complex search pattern in the task

verify that all population values of Canadian cities are positive can be represented by

a pattern instance of boolpat� as�

let is x y � �x �� y��� �� a general comparison function

let isCanada � �is �Canada����

let ps� � Bconcat Country �Bconj �Bsingle CountryName isCanada�

�Bconcat City �Bsingle Pop isPositive�����

Handling of a pattern structure is similar to that of a data structure� Since

structures are 	rst�class in bondi� an instance of a pattern structure� such as ps	�

is a 	rst�class value� can be referenced� be passed to a program as argument� be

traversed and decomposed by pattern matching� Given all these� it is now possible

to design programs having complex patterns as parameters� For example� a more

general version of function check� which has a pattern parameter of type boolpat�

can be declared as�

let �checkps� �boolpat a b� �	 d �	 bool� ps x �

match p with

� Bsingle nP f �	 check P f x

� Bconcat nP p �	 check P �checkps p� x

� Bdisj p� p� �	 �checkps p� x�  �checkps p� x�

� Bconj p� p� �	 �checkps p� x� �� �checkps p� x���

Function checkps uses pattern matching to traverse recursively the complex pat�

tern passed in through the 	rst parameter ps� This is similar to the traversal of a

homogeneous data structure� like function atListApply de	ned earlier in this sec�

tion� The di�erence is that atListApply 	nds a data substructure at each step of
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the traversal� while checkps 	nds a pattern substructure� Once checkps 	nds pattern

substructure representing a singular pattern� it invokes function check to performs

pattern searching on the second argument� the actual data of some heterogeneous

data structure� based on the singular pattern it 	nds� and applies the boolean func�

tion to the end targets� For example� if checkps 	nds that the given complex pattern

matches Bsingle nP f� it knows that it contains a singular pattern P for end targets

and a boolean function f to apply to the end targets� It then invokes check P f on

the second argument� the actual data� If the given complex pattern is a Bconcat nP

ps	� it is a singular pattern P concatenated with another complex pattern p� Hence

checkps should be invoked recursively on p and a data substructure matching P� If the

given complex pattern is a Bdisj p	 p�� it is an inclusive disjunction of the checking

results respectively for complex pattern p	 and p�� and so on�

Function checkps is designed speci	cally for pattern structure boolpat� It plays

two roles�

� it is a semantic interpreter of complex patterns of structure boolpat� What it

does with Bsingle� Bconcat� Bdisj and Bconj� respectively re�ects what these

constructors mean� i�e�� the ways of combining smaller patterns into more com�

plex ones�

� it is a program for universal traversal of an arbitrary data structure� It uses the

information it gets from the complex pattern argument to decide what to do at

each traversal step�

Now it is trivial to express the task verify that all population values of Canadian

cities are positive�
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let result� � checkps ps� somedata��

What a simple form for the expression� The complexity of the pattern for a uni�

versal searching� i�e�� the di�erent ways of relating all singular patterns involved in

the task� is totally captured by the �many options of� internal organization of a pat�

tern structure� whose instance is passed to the pattern searching program as a whole�

Function checkps achieves all the levels of parameterization described in Section ����

It is reusable for di�erent boolean functions to verify target structures� di�erent struc�

tures of data repositories� di�erent singular pattern components of complex patterns�

and di�erent organizations of these singular patterns� It is also reusable for arbitrary

increases in the complexity of the data structures and the complexity of patterns

�within the given pattern structure declaration�� achieving high scalability on these

complexities� In other programming languages� programming with complex patterns

is clumsy� and introducing a new kind of complex pattern would require signi	cant

re�programming and even re�design of the type systems� if it is possible at all�

Now let us go back to the updating task� Add �� to the population of all the

Canadian cities� In the same way as boolpat� a pattern structure to capture complex

patterns for updating can be declared as�

datatype updpat

at a b �

� Usingle of lin�a�	b� and �a�	a�

at �a��a�� �b��b�� �

� Uconcat of lin�a��	b�� and updpat a� b�

� Uboth of updpat a� b� and updpat a� b�

� Ucond of boolpat a� b� and updpat a� b���

The base case Usingle is the same as that in boolpat� except that the second

parameter is a updating function rather than a boolean function to apply to the

content of target structures�
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There are also three constructors here for pattern combination� Uconcat has the

same meaning as in boolpat� Uboth indicates combination of two updating tasks�

both of which need to be done on a given data repository� Note that the conditional

constructor Ucond takes two parameters of di�erent types� one boolpat� the other

updpat� The boolpat serves as a side condition� Only when the checking of this

condition is satisfactory will the update proceed�

The complex pattern the population of all the Canadian cities can be expressed

as�

let ps� � Uconcat Country �Ucond �Bsingle CountryName isCanada�

�Uconcat City �Usingle Pop incrementBy�Percent�����

Here is a general updateps function taking a pattern of type updpat as argument�

let �updateps� �updpat a b� �	 c �	 c� p x �

match p with

� Usingle nP f �	 update P f x

� Uconcat nP p �	 update P �updateps p� x

� Uboth p� p� �	 updateps p� �updateps p� x�

� Ucond bp� p� �	 if �checkps bp� x�

then updateps p� x

else x ��

Similar to function checkps� function updateps acts as an interpreter of the con�

structors of updpat� and performs universal traversal of the given data structure of

type c based on the information it gets from the given complex pattern of type updpat�

It invokes function update to do pattern searching for singular patterns and do the

	nal update on end targets� It also invokes checkps to verify side conditions�

Now the task Add �� to the population of all the Canadian cities can be done by�

let result� � updateps ps� somedata��

Besides checking and updating� other operations for manipulating heterogeneous

data� for example� folding�extracting�� can be implemented in a similar way�
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��� Understanding and Creating Pattern Struc�

tures

What is a pattern structure� really� A pattern structure is actually a formal de	nition

of the syntax to express a group of possible complex patterns being considered in a

particular application� It de	nes the way to express the handling of 	nal targets�

and to express di�erent ways of combining simpler patterns into more complex ones�

The recursive cases in its declaration are actually combining operators to combine

patterns� What kinds of combination to consider is up to the programmer based on

the application at hand� In the boolpat case� the basic task is to verify every 	nal

target using a boolean function� and the possible combinations are concatenation�

inclusive disjunction and conjunction�

A pattern structure only de	nes a syntax to express complex patterns� The func�

tion�s� to use it serve as its semantic interpreter� For example� function checkps

actually de	nes what Bsingle� Bconcat� Bdisj and Bconj mean� i�e�� what to do when

instances of them are given� For a pattern structure to make sense� at least one

function to use the structure needs to be de	ned� such as checkps for boolpat and

updateps for updpat� The pattern structure and the function�s� are expected to be

designed together by their programmer�s��

By default� universal traversal of a data structure visits every substructure re�

cursively and exhaustively without doing anything else but branching to other sub�

structures� A pattern searching task is a specialization of such standard operation�

probably doing di�erent things at di�erent substructures� A complex pattern� repre�

sented by an instance of a pattern structure� actually captures all of the specialization
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information about what to do at each traversal step and how to get to the 	nal tar�

gets� It serves as a description of a pattern searching task� although this description

is partial� that is� not covering the substructures at which only the standard traversal

operation applies� For example� instance ps	 of pattern structure boolpat�

let ps� � Bconcat Country �Bconj �Bsingle CountryName isCanada�

�Bconcat City �Bsingle Pop isPositive�����

represents a complex pattern� which de	nes the tasks�

� at each node matching pattern Country� check all its child nodes against com�

plex pattern �Bsingle CountryName isCanada�� and if it matches �a conjunc�

tion�� check all its child nodes against pattern �Bconcat City �Bsingle Pop

isPositive����

� at each node matching CountryName� verify its content using the boolean func�

tion isCanada�

� at each node matching City� check all its child nodes against pattern �Bsingle

Pop isPositive��

� at each node matching Pop� verify its content using the boolean function isPositive�

Functions to use a pattern structure interpret the information carried by the

instances of the pattern structure� and implement the specialized traversal� A function

having a pattern structure parameter can adapt to di�erent complex patterns encoded

as instances of the structure� For example� a task to check Australian city areas

instead of Canadian city populations needs a di�erent instance of boolpat than ps	�

let ps� � Bconcat Country �Bconj �Bsingle CountryName �is �Australia���

�Bconcat City �Bsingle Area isPositive�����
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but the task can still be done by function checkps�

The roles of a pattern structure and its accompanying functions are analogous to

the case of query languages� A pattern structure plays the role of a query language�

An instance of the pattern structure� representing a complex pattern� is like a query�

which de	nes what target elements to look for� The data�processing function having

a pattern structure parameter is like the query language engine in a database man�

agement system� which can accept and interpret any query and traverse a database

for target elements accordingly� However� a signi	cant di�erence is that the de	nition

of a pattern structure is a programming task� while creating a query language is a

language design task� Another di�erence is that the de	nition of pattern structures�

the declaration of pattern instances� the interpretation of pattern instances� and the

search for patterns� are all done in one language environment and are expected to

be programmed at the same time by the same programmers� while query languages�

their interpreter engines� and the use of queries in computations� involve multiple

language environments and are usually developed separately�

Therefore� using pattern structures in bondi has both the advantages of using

query languages and the advantages of computing in a single programming environ�

ment� As demonstrated in Section ���� the existing approaches to do pattern search�

ing in a single language environment without using query languages would require

re�programming and re�compilation for new search patterns� With the use of pattern

structures in bondi� new search patterns can be instances of existing pattern struc�

tures� and so can be handled by existing programs having parameters of those pattern

structures� At the time of writing this thesis� there is only an interpreter available

for bondi� so a new instance of pattern structure must be interpreted before it can
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be passed to a program� It is expected that in a compiler�based environment the

instantiation of pattern instances can be automated at runtime� so that the change

of task does not need re�compilation at all�

A pattern structure may need to be modi	ed� or a new one may need to be created�

which means re�programming� if�

� the operation on 	nal targets changes� For example� if the operation on targets

is to update them rather than to verify them logically� a new pattern structure

updpat must be created�

� the way of combining simpler patterns into more complex ones changes� or a

new kind of combinations emerges� For example� if boolpat needs to express

the Kleene star of a singular pattern� a new constructor may need to be added

to the declaration�

datatype boolpat

at a b �

� Bsingle of lin�a�	b� and �a�	bool�

� Bkstar of lin�a�	b� and �a�	bool�

at �a��a���b��b�� �

� Bconcat of lin�a��	b�� and boolpat a� b�

� Bdisj of boolpat a� b� and boolpat a� b�

� Bconj of boolpat a� b� and boolpat a� b���

where an instance of the form Bkstar P f represents a basic task of verifying all

	nal targets matching P �� Alternatively� a programmer may choose to declare

a new pattern structure rather than changing boolpat�

There are many ways to combine simpler search patterns into more complex ones�

When new ways of combination are needed� programmers are totally free to change

old pattern structures or declare new ones as necessary according to computations at
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hand� But they also need to change the existing programs or create new ones that

use those pattern structures� Fortunately� this is just a programming task� while in

other existing languages it would be a task of language re�design� if it were possible

at all� By programming using pattern structures� extending a data processing system

for arbitrary new kinds of complex patterns becomes fairly easy� Readers can 	nd

new pattern structures for more complex patterns in Chapter ��

One might argue that the need of programming e�ort for new kinds of search

patterns weakens the claim of reusability� It does� Fortunately� it is easy to declare a

pattern structure covering a wide range of possible patterns and a wide range of pat�

tern complexity� with only a few constructors� like boolpat� What is more striking is

that pattern�searching programs using pattern structures adapt to the complexity of

patterns as simple patterns are piled up into more complex ones� without reprogram�

ming� In other programming languages� when search patterns become more complex�

not only is reprogramming required� but also the di�culty of programming increases�

and such increase is unbounded when pattern complexity increases arbitrarily�

Despite the name 
pattern structure�� any kinds of 	rst�class terms� not just sin�

gular patterns� can appear in a structure� There is usually a need to declare a pattern

structure with data and ordinary functions in it� for programming convenience� These

data and functions may conceptually not be parts of the patterns to search for in tar�

get data� but are used in creating the specialized actions for various pattern cases� It

has been seen that boolpat contains ordinary boolean functions� for example� One

may also declare a slightly di�erent version of boolpat to include the value against

which the boolean function veri	es the targets�
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datatype boolpat�

at a b �

� Bsingle of lin�a�	b� and �a�	a�	bool� and a

at �a��a���b��b�� �

� Bconcat of lin�a��	b�� and boolpat a� b�

� Bdisj of boolpat a� b� and boolpat a� b�

� Bconj of boolpat a� b� and boolpat a� b���

so that we do not have to de	ne a boolean function in advance every time we need

one� For example� pattern instance ps	 can be de	ned without prior declaration of

boolean functions isCanada and isPositive�

let ps� � Bconcat Country �Bconj �Bsingle CountryName ���� �Canada��

�Bconcat City �Bsingle Pop �	� ������

Here ���� is the function for equality test� a pre	x form of the �� operator� This is

a convention in functional languages� applicable to all built�in binary operators� A

binary operator in parentheses is used as the function name for the pre	x form of the

operator�

��� Summary

One basic computation in manipulating heterogeneous data is universal pattern search�

ing� Existing general�purpose programming languages in practice are problematic for

expressing such computations� because their type systems are designed for homoge�

neous data structures� and have problems typing the pattern matching in heteroge�

neous data� Speci	cally� it is a problem to arrange types for the di�erent substructures

in a heterogeneous data structure and the pattern to match with these substructures�

it is an even bigger problem to arrange a type for the pattern when the pattern is

complex� and may have di�erent complexity in di�erent tasks�
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These are solved by using well�typed pattern structures and expressing the pattern

searching computation in a language supporting 	rst�class types of structures and

patterns� Using this approach� a pattern searching program can be fully statically

typed� and can adapt to di�erent structures�substructures of the data to process�

di�erent patterns to search for� and di�erent complexities of the patterns� Type

safety� high reusability and high scalability can be achieved altogether�



Chapter �

XML Data Processing

XML is becoming the standard format for data published and exchanged on the Inter�

net� A wide variety of Internet applications involve XML data processing� However�

existing solutions for processing XML data� either using query languages or processing

natively in general�purpose programming languages� are far from satisfactory �Sec�

tion ����� The dissatisfaction comes from the heterogeneous� semi�structured nature

of XML data�

Given that XML data is naturally suitable to be represented as heterogeneous�

structured data� the proposed approach of this thesis is immediately applicable to

XML data processing� Applying the approach to expressing XML data processing is

a perfect illustration of the advantages of the approach� By using pattern structures�

it is easy to make natively�well�typed XML processing programs that are reusable

for data from di�erent XML schemas and for di�erent search patterns� and it is

easy to include new kinds of patterns by programming� without any change to the

programming language�

Section ��� brie�y describes how XML data are represented as heterogeneous data

��
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in bondi and are processed easily by the programs introduced in Section ���� Section

��� shows it is only a matter of programming to fully support XPath patterns natively

in bondi for XML data processing� Section ��� shows the handling of another kind of

patterns� horizontal patterns in regular�expression style� again natively in bondi� for

XML data processing� These complex patterns have been considered individually in

other existing approaches but have never appeared fully together in one language�

Note that the demonstration in this chapter is based on hand�made arti	cial XML

data examples� not production XML data� The bondi encoding of the examples has

gone through the bondi interpreter though� to ensure the correctness�

��� Representing and Transforming XML Data

Due to the hierarchical data model of XML� it is straightforward to represent XML

data as heterogeneous trees in bondi� Actually� the geographical data example used

in Section ��� can be a representation of a piece of XML data� Consider the following

XML schema�

�xs�element name��cityname� type��xs�string��	

�xs�element name��popul� type��xs�decimal��	

�xs�element name��area� type��xs�decimal��	

�xs�element name��city�	

�xs�complexType	�xs�sequence	

�xs�element ref��cityname��	

�xs�element ref��popul��	

�xs�element ref��area��	

��xs�sequence	��xs�complexType	

��xs�element	

�xs�element name��provname� type��xs�string��	

�xs�element name��province�	

�xs�complexType	�xs�sequence	

�xs�element ref��provname��	

�xs�element ref��popul��	
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�xs�element ref��area��	

�xs�element ref��city� minOccurs����

maxOccurs��unbounded��	

��xs�sequence	��xs�complexType	

��xs�element	

�xs�element name��countryname� type��xs�string��	

�xs�element name��country�	

�xs�complexType	�xs�sequence	

�xs�element ref��countryname��	

�xs�element ref��popul��	

�xs�element ref��area��	

�xs�element ref��province� minOccurs����

maxOccurs��unbounded��	

��xs�sequence	��xs�complexType	

��xs�element	

�xs�element name��geodata�	

�xs�complexType	�xs�sequence	

�xs�element ref��country� minOccurs����

maxOccurs��unbounded��	

��xs�sequence	��xs�complexType	

��xs�element	

Of course� a validating XML parser is needed to transform textual XML 	les into

bondi data format for processing� Assuming such parsing� the above schema can be

represented as bondi data structures �mostly a repeat from Section �����

datatype cityname � Cityname of string��

datatype popul � Popul of float��

datatype area � Area of float��

datatype city � City of cityname � popul � area��

datatype provname � Provname of string��

datatype province � Province of provname � popul � area � list city��

datatype countryname � Countryname of string��

datatype country � Country of countryname � popul � area � list province��

datatype geodata � Geodata of list country��

For demonstration clarity� this chapter does not consider recursive and mutual recur�

sive de	nitions in XML schemas� Such de	nitions would bring higher heterogeneity�

making XML data heterogeneous graphs rather than trees�
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The pattern structures boolpat and updpat� and their corresponding functions

checkps and updateps� introduced in Section ��� are then immediately applicable to

XML data processing� XML processing computation such as verifying or updating

populations of Canadian cities can be expressed with these facilities� as described in

Section ����

Besides checking and updating� another common important operation on XML

data is transformation� for example� transforming an XML 	le into an HTML 	le�

Extracting information from an XML 	le� such as getting a list of city names from

a geographical data 	le� is also a transformation operation� XML data transforma�

tion can be implemented in bondi as a folding operation� using the pattern�structure

approach�

A function foldleftp can be de	ned for folding in heterogeneous data based on

a singular pattern� in a similar way to check and update�

let �foldleftp�lin�a�	b��	�e�	a�	e��	e�	d�	e� nP f w x �

match x with

� P z �	 f w z

� y z �	 foldleftp P f �foldleftp P f w y� z

� z �	 w��

This function takes a piece of data x� of arbitrary structure �type� d� searches

for target elements matching singular pattern P� and puts their content into a data

container w of another structure e� Parameter f is a function responsible for combining

a single value of type a into the result container�

More sophisticated folding operations� based on complex patterns� need to use

pattern structures� Consider this structure�
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datatype foldpat

at a b c �

� Fsingle of lin�c�	b�

at �a��a�� �b��b�� c �

� Fconcat of lin�a��	b�� and foldpat a� b� c

� Fcond of boolpat a� b� and foldpat a� b� c��

The purpose of the constructors of foldpat is similar to the corresponding ones in

boolpat and updpat� A di�erence is that foldpat has a type parameter c to expose

the type of the content of target elements� Folding elements satisfying a complex

pattern of type foldpat can then be done by�

let �foldleftps���foldpat a b c��	�e�	c�	e��	e�	d�	e� p f w x �

match p with

� Fsingle nP �	 foldleftp P f w x

� Fconcat nP p� �	 foldleftp P �foldlefts p� f� w x

� Fcond p� p� �	 if �checkps p� x�

then foldleftps p� f w x

else w��

Many essential XML transformation operations can be expressed using foldleftp

and foldleftps� For example� extracting information from XML data based on a

search pattern and a 	lter is the most common kind of XML query� It can be easily

implemented by foldleftps�

Suppose we want a list of names of Canadian cities� This query consists of three

components� the pattern to search for� ���country���city���cityname� the data

	lter� country name is Canada� and the way to construct the result� The search

pattern can be represented as an instance of a foldpat containing a boolpat pattern

as a side condition� and the 	lter is a boolean function carried by that boolpat pattern�

let ps� � Fconcat Country �Fcond �Bsingle CountryName isCanada�

�Fconcat City �Fsingle CityName�����

An accumulating function needs to be given to the folding function as a parameter�

to accumulate matching elements� Di�erent accumulating functions can be designed
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to construct the 	nal result in di�erent ways� If the result is to be a list of strings for

city names� i�e�� of type list string� the accumulating function can be as simple as�

let �listInsert� list a �	 a �	 list a� x y �

match x with

� Nil �	 Cons y Nil

� Cons z r �	 Cons y �Cons z r���

Of course� more sophisticated accumulating functions can be designed� for example

to check for duplicates� or to build results in a structure other than a �attened list of

string�

Given the pattern and accumulating function� the task is straightforward�

let result� � foldleftps ps� listInsert 
 � somedata��

Many other XML transformation operations� such as extraction while preserving

or restructuring original structures� indexing and sorting� are basically folding oper�

ations as well and can be implemented in a similar way using the folding functions�

More examples are available in an earlier technical report ����

As reviewed in Section ���� there are two styles of search patterns commonly

seen in XML data processing� vertical patterns and horizontal patterns� Pattern

structures boolpat� updpat and foldpat have been able to represent a wide range of

vertical patterns� More patterns can be covered by adding new constructors to these

three pattern structures� or de	ning new pattern structures as needed� This is just a

programming task� in contrast to other XML processing approaches� where new kinds

of patterns need new language features at best� and are impossible at worst�

The following two sections demonstrate the handling of complex patterns in ver�

tical XPath style and horizontal regular�expression style�
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��� Vertical XPath Patterns

The speci	cation of a location path in XPath ��� ��� expresses a wide range of vertical

patterns� A location path expression consists of a sequence of location steps delimited

by 
��� Each step may contain three kinds of components�

Step ��� AxisName��NodeTest �PredicateExpression��

Each kind of component can be represented in bondi by a pattern structure� and so

can the location steps and location paths� This section shows how to declare pattern

structures for them� and how to program with these structures� For clarity� only XML

elements are considered� leaving out attributes� namespaces� comments� processing

instructions etc�� which will need to be handled in a full practical implementation of

the approach�

Axes can be represented by constant constructors of type axis� as follows�

datatype axis � � Child

� Descendant

� DescendantOrSelf

� Following

� FollowingSibling

� Parent

� Ancestor

� AncestorOrSelf

� Preceding

� PrecedingSibling

� Self��

A node test can be a test for a node name or a node type� Since only XML

elements are considered� a node type test is not necessary� A node name test can

match with the wildcard 
�� or a speci	c �element� name�

datatype nametest a b � � NodeName of lin�a�	b�

� Any��
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Recall that lin�a��b� here denotes 
linear function type a��b�� the form of types for

singular patterns�

The speci	cation of predicate expressions in XPath ��� ��� is very general� How�

ever� for clarity� the demonstration here restricts each expression to contain at most

one location path and no library function calls� So expressions such as �sales�price��

�inventory�quantity� � ������ are excluded� Arithmetic operations are also excluded�

A typical predicate expression is of the form sales�price � ����� This is conceptually

similar to boolpat in Section ��� and boolpat� in Section ���� except that each stage

of the path here is a �more expressive� step rather than a singular pattern� and there

is no need for conjunction and disjunction� Formally� a predicate can be de	ned as�

datatype predicate �a��a�� �b��b�� �

� PredGoal of step �a��a�� �b��b�� and �a��	a��	bool� and a�

� PredStage of step a� b� and predicate a� b���

where step is another pattern structure to be de	ned later� To represent a list of

�zero or more� predicates in a well�typed way� a pattern structure similar to list is

needed�

datatype predlist �a��a�� �b��b�� �

� NilPred �� for empty list ��
� ConsPred of predicate a� b� and predlist a� b���

Now the pattern structure for location steps is�

datatype step �a��a�� �b��b�� �

Step of axis and nametest a� b� and predlist a� b���

and that for location paths is�

datatype locpath

at a b c �

� PathGoal of step �c�a� b

at �a��a�� �b��b�� c �

� PathStage of step a� b� and locpath a� b� c��
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Note that locpath is similar to foldpat de	ned in the previous section� in that it

uses an extra type parameter c to expose the content type of the element of the 	nal

step in a path for programming convenience� giving the �exibility for programmers to

use the pattern structure for di�erent tasks �say� either boolean checking or updating��

and apply whatever functions they like to the 	nal matching targets� Again� locpath

uses step rather than singular pattern for each stage of the path�

The declarations of predicate� predlist and step are mutually recursive� In the

XPath speci	cation� matching the corresponding de	nition in the XPath speci	ca�

tions� Each step of a location path can contain a list of predicates� and a predicate in

turn can contain a location path which is a sequence of steps� just as in the following

XPath �abbreviated� location path for national population�

country
��city�cityname��Kingston���population

where the predicate ���city�cityname��Kingston�� in the location path contains

another location path ��city�cityname� Note that step is used� rather than locpath

as in the XPath speci	cation� in the de	nition of predicate� because otherwise a

predicate would also need an extra type parameter c for its own path� so con�icting

with the extra type parameter of its context location path�

So far� only a small number �six� of pattern structures have been de	ned� i�e��

axis� nametest� predicate� predlist� step� and locpath� but they have been able

to represent a small but most commonly used subset of the XPath location path

speci	cation� This subset can be described as�
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LocationPath ��� Step j Step ��� LocationPath

Step ��� AxisName ���� NameTest Predicate �

AxisName ��� �child� j �descendant� j �descendant�or�self � j �following�

j �following�sibling� j �parent� j �ancestor� j �ancestor�or�self �

j �preceding� j �preceding�or�self � j �self �

NameTest ��� � �� j aLocalElementName

Predicate ��� ��� PredExpr ���

PredExpr ��� LocationPath RelationalOp Constant

RelationalOp ��� � �� j � � �� j � �� j ��� j � ��� j ����

Constant ��� StringConstant j NumberConstant

A location path expression �given as a pattern to search for� conforming to this

speci	cation can then be transformed into a pattern instance in bondi for pattern

searching computation� Assume that a validating parser is available to parse a pure�

text XPath expression into tokens conforming to the above speci	cation �a validating

XPath parser is a basic component in any existing XPath engine�� The parser will

also transform abbreviated XPath expressions into full ones� and validate the typ�

ing for the relational operations in predicates� Also assume that all element names

appearing in XPath expressions are declared as bondi data types and corresponding

constructors in the way that each data type name is the same as the element name�

Let mapping C return the constructor name for a given element name �in this thesis�

a constructor name is also the same spelling as the corresponding XML element name

but capitalized at the 	rst character�� for example� C �city� � City� Also� let map�

ping F gives a prede	ned bondi function name for a relational operator� For example�

F��� � ����� F��� � ���� and so on� recalling that a binary operator in parentheses

stands for a function in pre	x form of the same operation� The transformation T of

a location path into an bondi pattern instance can then be �somewhat informally�
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described as�

T��LocationPath� �
j �Step � PathGoal T��Step�
j �Step � �LocationPath � PathStage T��Step� T��LocationPath�

T��Step� �
j �AxisName �� �NameTest �Predicate � � Step T��AxisName� T��NameTest� T��Predicate ��

T��AxisName� �
j child � Child

j descendant � Descendant

j descendant�or�self � DescendantOrSelf

j following � Following

j following�sibling � FollowingSibling

j parent � Parent

j ancestor � Ancestor

j ancestor�or�self � AncestorOrSelf

j preceding � Preceding

j preceding�or�self � PrecedingOrSelf

j self � Self

T��NameTest� �
j � � Any

j �aLocalElementName � NodeName C ��aLocalElementName�

T��Predicate �� �
j � � � NilPred

j �Predicate �Predicate � � ConsPred T��Predicate� T��Predicate ��

T��Predicate� �
j � �PredExpr � � T��PredExpr�

T��PredExpr� �
j �Step �RelationalOp �Constant � PredGoal T��Step� F��RelationalOp� �Constant
j �Step � �PredExpr � PredStage T��Step� T��PredExpr�

Let us see how to transform the location path for national population men�

tioned above� country���city�cityname��Kingston���population� It is in abbre�

viated form� Its full form is�

child��country
descendant��city�child��cityname��Kingston���child��population

The transformation of this path expression will be shown from bottom up and split�

ted into separate steps for readability� although the transformation rules above are

described in a top�down manner� Start from the predicate in the path�
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let step�city � Step Descendant �NodeName City� NilPred�� �� for �descendant��city� ��

let step�cname � Step Child �NodeName Cityname� NilPred�� �� for �child��cityname� ��

let pred�cntry � PredStage step�city �PredGoal step�cname ���� �Kingston����

and the whole location path for national population can be encoded as�

let step�cntry � Step Child �NodeName Country� �ConsPred pred�cntry NilPred���

�� for �child��country
����� ��

let step�pop � Step Child �NodeName Pop� NilPred�� �� for �child��population� ��

let poppath � PathStage step�cntry �PathGoal step�pop��� �� the whole path pattern ��

As a demonstration� a polymorphic function updatepath is designed below to

accept an XPath pattern as argument� update the content of every XML element

that matches the pattern� for example updating the population of every country with

a city named 
Kingston��

First of all� some helper functions are needed for clarity� Function checkstep has

three parameters s� f and x� It veri	es� in a piece of XML data x� whether there

exists an element matching the pattern �a single location step� s� with the content

of this element satisfying a boolean function f� Let us start with the simple cases�

considering only descendant and child for the axis of a pattern step� and ignoring

the possibility of a wildcard in the name test� Recall from Section ��� that multiple

children of one element �structure� are represented as a tuple of elements� which are

nested pairs of product type in bondi�

let �checkstep��step �a��a�� b��	 �a��	bool��	c�	bool � s f x �

match s with

�Step Descendant �NodeName N� pl �	

match x with �

�N z �	�checkpredlist pl z�  �f z�

�y z �	checkstep s f y �� checkstep s f z �

�Step Child �NodeName N� pl �	

match x with �

�N z �	 �checkpredlist pl z�  �f z�

�Pair y z �	 checkstep s f y �� checkstep s f z �

�t �	 false��
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Note the simplicity in the code for traversing the piece of XML data x �the inner

pattern matching�� Only two cases are needed for the generalized pattern matching�

Also note that the pattern t in the 	nal case is like a wildcard that can match

anything� catching objects that do not match any preceding cases�

In function checkstep� another function checkpredlist is invoked� which is de	ned

as follows�

let �checkpred��predicate a b��	c�	bool� p x �

match p with

�PredGoal s f y �	 checkstep s �f y� x

�PredStage s sp�	checkstep s �checkpred sp� x��

let �chkpredlist��predlist a b��	c�	bool� pl x �

match pl with

� NilPred �	 true

� ConsPred p spl �	 �checkpred p x�  �chkpredlist spl x���

These two functions evaluate predicate p and a list of predicate pl respectively against

a given piece of XML data x� Note that the three functions above are mutually

recursive� By using them� update functions with XPath patterns can be easily de	ned�

as follows�

Function updatestep updates elements that match the singular pattern of a single

location step� Again� for now� only 
descendant� and 
child� are considered for an

axis in a step�

let �updatestep� �step �a��a�� b��	�a��	a���	c�	c� s f x �

match s with

�Step Descendant �NodeName N� pl �	

match x with �

�N z �	 if �chkpredlist pl z� then N �f z�

�y z �	�updatestep s f y��updatestep s f z��

�Step Child �NodeName N� pl �	

match x with �

�N z �	 if �chkpredlist pl z� then N �f z�

�Pair y z �	 Pair �updatestep s f y��updatestep s f z��

�t �	 x��
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Function updatepath updates elements that match a complex XPath pattern� a locpath�

let �updatepath� �locpath a b c��	�c�	c��	d�	d� lp f x �

match lp with

� PathGoal s �	 updatestep s f x

� PathStage s slp �	 updatestep s �updatepath slp f� x��

Similarly� other general functions that compute with locpath can be de	ned� For

example� function checkpath veri	es that there exists at least one element matching

a given XPath pattern� and that the content of that element satis	es a given boolean

function�

let �checkpath��locpath a b c��	 �c�	bool��	d�	bool � lp f x �

match lp with

� PathGoal s �	 checkstep s f x

� PathStage s slp �	 checkstep s �checkpath slp f� x��

Adding more cases of patterns only incurs more programming work� For example�

adding the other axis cases can be done in a modular way� by adding cases to the

pattern matching in the program code of checkstep and updatestep respectively� no

changes to the other functions or the language are needed�

The program examples here are intended for proof�of�concept demonstration� not

a full implementation for the XPath speci	cation� XPath features not covered here

can be handled in a similar way� but programming with them may require novel

algorithms that are beyond the scope of this thesis� There is a rich literature on

XPath evaluation algorithms� for example �� ��� ���� and it is expected that most

algorithms can be adapted to our approach�
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��� Horizontal Regular Expressions

In contrast to vertical patterns that describe the relationship of XML elements from

di�erent levels of an XML data hierarchy� a horizontal pattern matches the occur�

rences of sibling elements on the same hierarchical level under the same parent ele�

ment� For example� province�provname� population� area� city�� is a horizontal

pattern� New languages have been created to speci	cally handle XML processing with

horizontal patterns in regular�expression style ��� ����� Regular�expression types are

introduced in those approaches� incurring a signi	cant amount of work for designing

and verifying type systems and compilers� These languages are not able to handle

vertical patterns� and there is no easy way to extend them to do so�

This section shows that horizontal patterns can be handled by using pattern struc�

tures in bondi� again without the need to change the language or create a new one� For

demonstration� only four cases of horizontal regular expression are considered� sin�

gular patterns� Kleene star of singular patterns� pattern concatenation� and pattern

alternation�

datatype regexp

at a b �

� Single of lin�a�	b�

� Kstar of lin�a�	b�

at �a��a���b��b��

� Concat of regexp a� b� and regexp a� b�

� Altern of regexp a� b� and regexp a� b���

The transformation rules to transform a regular expression of XML element names

into an instance of pattern structure regExp is quite straightforward� so the formal

de	nition of the transformation is omitted here� Below are a few basic examples�
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pattern 
city� is Single City

pattern 
�city ��� is Kstar City

pattern 
�provname� city ��� is Concat �Single Provname� �Kstar City�

pattern 
�province j state�� is Altern �Single Province� �Single State�

Treating instances of this pattern structure as horizontal patterns� a function

localmatch can be designed �as a helper function� to check the existence of such

patterns in a given tuple of XML elements and stop immediately at the 	rst mismatch�

Recall from Section ��� that multiple children of one element are represented as a tuple

of elements� which are nested pairs of product type in bondi�

let �localmatch��regexp a b��	c�	bool� r x �

match r with

� Single P �	 �

match x with

� Pair �P y� z �	 true

� P z �	 true

� z �	 false �

� Kstar P �	 �

match x with

� Pair �P y� z �	 localmatch �Kstar P� z

� z �	 true �

� Concat �Single P� r� �	 �

match x with

� Pair �P y� z �	 localmatch r� z

� z �	 false �

� Concat �Kstar P� r� �	 �

match x with

� Pair �P y� z �	 localmatch r z

� z �	 match r� z �

� Concat �Concat r� r�� r� �	 localmatch �Concat r� �Concat r� r���

� Concat �Altern r� r�� r� �	 localmatch �Concat r� r�� �� localmatch �Concat r� r���

� Altern r� r� �	 �localmatch r� x� �� �localmatch r� x���

Table ���� Function localmatch

As shown in Table ���� in function localmatch� generalized pattern matching
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against data structures is simple� requiring no more than three cases most of the

time� Pattern matching against the pattern structure constructors� on the other

hand� should have cases covering all possible constructors�

Once the basic machinery is in place� complicated computations that sound dif�

	cult can be implemented easily� For example� a more useful function globalsearch

checks the existence of a horizontal regular�expression pattern in an entire piece of

arbitrary XML data� It can be de	ned by using localmatch� as in Table ����

let �globalsearch��regexp a b��	c�	bool� r x �

match r with

� Pair y z �	 if �localmatch r �Pair y z�� then true

else �globalsearch r y� �� �globalsearch r z�

� y z �	 if �localmatch r �Pair y z�� then true

else �globalsearch r y� �� �globalsearch r z�

� z �	 false��

Table ���� Function globalsearch

��� Summary

Application of the pattern�structure approach to XML data processing demonstrates

the advantages of the approach in manipulating heterogeneous data� By using pattern

structures� XML data processing can be done natively in a single general�purpose pro�

gramming language� The XML processing programs can adapt to data with di�erent

XML schemas� di�erent patterns� and di�erent complexity of patterns� The inclusion

of XPath patterns and horizontal regular�expression patterns �and any other kinds

of patterns when necessary� only requires declarations of new pattern structures and
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new programs parametric on these structures� rather than changes to the program�

ming language itself� These XML processing programs are statically typed� allowing

e�cient correctness�security veri	cation by type checking� This is especially bene	�

cial when mobile programs are sent to process extremely large XML data repositories

that are immovable�
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Java Bytecode Analysis

Program code manipulation is another good application scenario for the approach

of using pattern structures to handle heterogeneous data� This chapter speci	cally

examines manipulation of Java bytecode�

Security enforcement for Java bytecode programs in practice tends to use either

static type checking� or runtime monitoring with code instrumentation �see Section

������� Both security mechanisms manipulate static bytecode programs� Static type

checking scans through a bytecode program and searches for syntactic patterns indi�

cating violation of certain �semantic� typing rules� Code instrumentation also searches

for syntactic patterns in a bytecode program� looks for locations that have the poten�

tial to violate desired security policies� and inserts runtime checking code to prevent

the violations� The common computation in both security mechanisms is pattern

searching all over the whole bytecode program of concern� which is actually a hetero�

geneous tree of di�erent bytecode syntactic terms� The proposed approach for general

heterogeneous data processing is immediately applicable�

Using the pattern�structure approach to implement bytecode security enforcement

��
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is advantageous in terms of security and reusability� To enforce security on the secu�

rity enforcement programs themselves� static type checking is desirable for e�cient

veri	cation and full security guarantee� This requires security enforcement programs

to be developed in a statically�typed language� On the other hand� security enforce�

ment programs must readily adapt to changes of security policies or target code syntax

to avoid high costs for program development and maintenance� Such changes may

be frequent� re�ecting a changing environment� or user choices� It has been shown in

Section ��� and Section ��� that the existing general�purpose programming languages

have problems achieving both static typing and reusability at the same time in pro�

cessing heterogeneous data� especially in the presence of complex search patterns�

This chapter shows that the approach proposed in this thesis solves the problem�

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows� Section ��� describes how a Java

bytecode program is represented as heterogeneous data in bondi� It also serves as an

informal review of the bytecode syntax speci	cation� Section ��� shows that static

type checking� and more generally� semantic checking� can be expressed in a well�typed

and highly reusable way by using pattern structures in bondi� Section ��� shows that

the same programming framework can be used for bytecode instrumentation�

��� Representing Java Bytecode

Any program executable in a Java virtual machine is in Java class 	le format ���

Chapter ��� also called Java bytecode� The format is well�typed and tree�structured�

so that it is straightforward to de	ne the tree structure of Java bytecode in a typed

programming language� parse any given class 	le into a syntax tree of the structure�

and analyze the 	le by manipulating the tree� Although well�typed� the tree is highly
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heterogeneous�

This section declares� in bondi� the data structures for Java bytecode for use in

the rest of the chapter� Although not shown here� similar declarations can be made

in other languages� either functional or object�oriented� without essential di�erences�

The di�erence between languages is not in the structure declaration� but in the ca�

pability to implement manipulation of the data�

The declaration here preserves most of the bytecode format speci	cation� except

that the constant pool is eliminated and references to constant�pool entries are re�

placed with the actual entry values� The decision to eliminate the constant pool is

not essential� but aids presentation clarity� Also note that the presentation here of the

declaration is in top�down order for easy reading� However� the declaration should

be in a reverse order when being compiled�

The top structure for a Java class 	le is the datatype clazz�

datatype clazz � Clazz of �list accessFlag� � thisClassName � superClassName

� �list interfaceName� � �list field� � �list methd� � �list attribute���

which is a straight translation of the speci	cation �omitting the magic number and

versions� which are not of our major concern�� with the references to constant pool for

this class� super class� super interfaces� 	elds and methods all replaced by datatypes

representing the corresponding actual data entries�

There are� in total� �� access �ags de	ned in the current bytecode speci	cation

��� for either classes� 	elds� methods� or both� Each of them can be represented by

a constant constructor�

datatype accessFlag � � Public

� Private

� Static

� ��� ���

� InterfaceFlag

� ��� ��� ��
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References to this class� super class and super interfaces are represented by their

fully quali	ed names wrapped by corresponding constructors� while fully quali	ed

names are constructed from simple strings such as 
java�lang�Object��

datatype fqname � FQname of string��

datatype thisClassName � ThisClassName of fqname��

datatype superClassName� SuperClassName of fqname��

datatype interfaceName � InterfaceName of fqname��

Now it is possible to declare a dummy instance of type clazz�

let dummyclazz � Clazz �
 �� ThisClassName �FQname �Dummy���

SuperClassName �FQname �Object��� 
 �� 
 �� 
 �� 
 ����

The datatype for 	elds is declared from a list of access �ags� the 	eld name� the

Java source 	eld type� and a list of attributes�

datatype fieldName � FieldName of string��

datatype fieldType � � Byte

� Character

� Integer

� ��� ���

� ObjRef of fqname

� Array of fieldType��

datatype field � Field of �list accessFlag� � fieldName � fieldType

� �list attribute���

Note that� for fieldType� the primitive Java types are represented by constant con�

structors while the Java reference types �object type and array type� are unary con�

structors� The declaration for arrays is recursive�

The datatype for methods is similar to that of 	elds but has a slightly more

complex datatype hierarchy� because a Java method type consists of Java source

types for parameters and return value� A concrete method will also contain a Code

attribute with a list of bytecode instructions representing the method implementation�
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datatype methodName � MethodName of string��

datatype paramType � ParamType of fieldType��

datatype returnType � � Void

� RetType of fieldType��

datatype methodType � MethodType of list paramType � returnType��

datatype methd � Methd of �list accessFlag� � methodName � methodType

� �list attribute���

Now consider a datatype for attributes� Besides the special Code attribute men�

tioned above� there are other � attributes for classes� 	elds� methods� and even for

the Code attribute itself�

datatype attribute �

� ConstValue of baseValue

� SourceFile of string

� Exceptions of list fqname

� Code of maxStack � maxLocals � �list �int � instruction��

� �list exceptHandler� � list attribute

� ��� ��� ��

datatype maxStack � MaxStack of int��

datatype maxLocals � MaxLocals of int��

The declaration for datatypes baseValue and exceptHandler are not listed here�

Datatype baseValue represents the base values acceptable in Java bytecode� inte�

ger� long� �oat� double� and string� Note that� although Java bytecode supports all

of the primitive types of Java source language� it does not support all values of these

types� For example� values of byte� character� short integer and boolean types in Java

source code are all translated into integer values in bytecode�

In the Code attribute declaration above� we choose to represent an instruction list

using datatype list� and attach an instruction number to each instruction for con�

venient handling of branching instructions� Again� this variation from the bytecode

speci	cation is not essential� The instruction list can also be represented by any other

appropriate structures�
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The datatype for instructions is just an enumeration of the instruction set� with

each instruction represented by an appropriately parameterized constructor� For ex�

ample� the constructor for static�method�invocation instructions takes a method ref�

erence as a parameter� the constructor for integer�loading instructions takes an integer

parameter representing the index of the local variable to be loaded� and so on�

datatype instruction �

� InvokeVirtual of methodRef

� InvokeInterface of methodRef

� InvokeSpecial of methodRef

� InvokeStatic of methodRef

� New of refClassName

� Return

� Ireturn

� Goto of int

� Ificmplt of int

� Dup

� Iload of int

� Istore of int

� Aload of int

� Astore of int

� Iconst of int

� Bipush of int

� Iinc of int � int

� ��� ��� ��

The datatypes for method reference and class reference used above are declared as�

datatype refClassName � RefClassName of fqname��

datatype methodRef � MethodRef of refClassName � methodName � methodType��

Up to this point� all the data structures declared are personal choices� and there are

always alternatives� They would look very similar if declared in a standard functional

language like OCaml ���� One could also declare them as classes in an object�oriented

language such as Java itself� so that bytecode data are objects� Although bondi is

designed for experimental purpose� not for production� the expressive power of the

pattern calculus has enabled basic imperative ��� and object�oriented ��� features to

be incorporated into the language� in addition to functional features� Any alternatives
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from other general�purpose programming languages can also be realized in bondi� The

many ways to declare the data structure are not substantially di�erent� The di�erence

is in the ways to express the computation with these data structures�

��� Semantic Checking of Bytecode

Static checking of syntactic patterns on Java bytecode programs can enforce not only

typing rules� but also any semantic rules not de	ned by the bytecode speci	cation�

Syntactic patterns implying �violation of� security policies can be represented as in�

stances of appropriate pattern structures� and functions with these pattern structures

as parameters can be used to verify whether the patterns appear in a target bytecode

program�

The demonstration starts from the simplest case� checking for a singular pattern

in a single Java class 	le� Consider a simple security policy� every Java method can

request no more than ��� memory units for its operand stack� To verify this policy

against a single Java class 	le� every MaxStack item specifying maximum operand stack

size of the corresponding method must be checked� The pattern structure boolpat

and function checkps from Section ��� are immediately applicable to expression of

this computation�

Suppose the target class 	le is transformed as an instance c	 of type clazz� The

singular pattern MaxStack can be represented by the Bsingle constructor of boolpat�

Expression of the computation is then trivial�

let c� � Clazz ���� ������

let noMoreThan��� x � x�������

let ps� � Bsingle MaxStack noMoreThan�����

let result� � checkps ps� c���
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The function checkps scans through the class 	le c	 to 	nd all MaxStack items and

verify their values� It returns true to result	 if the value of each and every MaxStack

item in the Java class is less than ���� and false otherwise� It is also possible to use

function check with a singular pattern rather than a pattern structure as parameter�

But to keep consistent with the demonstration for complex patterns� the more general

checkps is used�

The function checkps is reusable for di�erent syntactic patterns� di�erent boolean

functions to verify the matching items� and di�erent declarations of the bytecode

data structure� For example� if MaxLocals values rather than MaxStack ones are to be

checked� the function checkps can be used without any change�

let ps� � Bsingle MaxLocals noMoreThan�����

let result� � check MaxLocals noMoreThan��� c���

That is also the case even if the syntactic pattern is complex� Consider an access

control policy that disallows class c	 from creating new instances of java�io�File

class� but allows it to use instances created by other classes through reference� The

syntactic pattern is complex� 	rst locate New items representing object instantiation

instructions� then search for FQname items that are under New items� leaving all other

FQname items unchecked�

let notfile x � x���java�io�File���

let ps� � Bconcat New �Bsingle FQname notfile���

let result� � checkps ps� c���

Although boolpat only provides three constructor options to combine smaller

patterns into more complex ones� it is able to express a wide variety of security

policies� Many basic typing policies of the bytecode speci	cation can be encoded by

boolpat� Type checking for these policies can be done simply by function checkps�
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Of course� there are more ways than the three constructors to combine simple

search patterns� It is not hard to declare new pattern structures as needed for more

sophisticated policies� and new parametric functions for these structures� to express

semantic checking with arbitrarily complex syntactic patterns�

Semantic rules representing security policies can then be totally captured by ap�

propriate pattern structures� no matter how complex they are� and be passed to

checking functions as arguments� It is possible to construct pattern structures on the

�y� allowing users to con	gure their customized security policies at runtime� without

any need to change the checking programs�

Function checkps is highly reusable for di�erent complex patterns and di�erent

data structures� but can only verify single Java class 	les� Although this is su��

cient for the standard Java bytecode veri	cation� it cannot enforce many non�trivial

customized security policies� which require searching for syntactic patterns across

multiple class 	les�

For example� a policy to disallow creation of java�io�File objects may also want

to make sure the objects to be created do not belong to subclasses of java�io�File�

This involves searching not only in a target class 	le� but also upwards along the

inheritance path� starting from the class name of an object to be created�

With the need to search across multiple class 	les� search patterns for the security

policies become complicated� and the amount of programming workload for veri	ca�

tion is much more signi	cant� However� no matter how complicated a search pattern

is� it can always be captured by declaring an appropriate pattern structure� This is

still subject to further research� but a possible strategy is that fqname items �fully�

quali	ed names� under di�erent substructures in a class 	le represent references to
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other classes� and are the channels to reach other classes during pattern searching�

Checking for a policy may require to go along some of them but not others� and

this will vary from policy to policy� For example� when checking for the policy that

disallows creation of new instance of class java�io�File and its subclasses� the veri�

	cation needs to check the class references of all New instructions� and all ancestors of

these classes� but does not need to check the class references in method calls and in

exception lists� A highly parametric pattern structure� such as a �heterogeneous� list

of patterns� may be used to determine� from the parameters of the structure� which

of the channels should be followed� and such a structure can be passed as a parameter

to the checking function�

��� Java Bytecode Instrumentation

Many security policies that are based on runtime values cannot be enforced by static�

time veri	cation� For example� the policy that restricts each program not to launch

more than � threads cannot be checked statically� Target programs have to be moni�

tored at runtime and the number of threads launching has to be counted� Except for

Java�s standard security manager� most runtime monitoring for security enforcement

of Java bytecode is done by code instrumentation� an e�cient approach that scans

through target bytecode programs� locates the critical points that need monitoring

based on some syntactic patterns� and inserts or replaces monitoring code into the

target programs� Since monitoring code is part of the target programs being exe�

cuted� the runtime overhead for program context switch is much lower than running

a pure monitor separately�
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Although code instrumentation and static type checking are two di�erent cate�

gories of security mechanisms� the static part of the code instrumentation technique

is similar to static type checking� They both search over target program codes for

syntactic patterns� which can then be highly parameterized using pattern structures�

The di�erence is that static type checking simply rejects target programs upon 	nding

of the patterns of security violation� while the code instrumentation technique inserts

monitoring code or replaces insecure code with secure code�

They are indeed not very di�erent when expressed in bondi� Pattern searching

of both techniques can be parameterized using pattern structures� and the insertion

and replacement operations of the instrumentation technique can be captured by a

parameter to a pattern structure� just like the function parameters in pattern struc�

tures boolpat and updpat �see Section ����� Actually� pattern structure updpat and

function updateps are already su�cient for expressing many code instrumentation

tasks�

Consider an instrumentation task to replace in class 	le c	 all instantiation of

class java�io�File with a safe version security�safeFile� which is the same as

java�io�File but incorporates runtime monitoring code for certain security policies�

This can be expressed by using updateps�

let replacefile x � if x���java�io�File�

then �security�safeFile�

else x��

let ps� � Uconcat New �Usingle FQname replaceFile���

let newc� � updateps ps� c���

The pattern structure updpat captures not only the whole syntactic pattern to

match the location for replacement� but also the replacement operation to apply at

the matching points� This allows users to con	gure their security policies on the
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�y� and de	ne their preferences for insertion and replacement� without the need to

change the instrumentation program� This approach not only can be used for bytecode

instrumentation for security purpose� but also has the potential to be used in general

program code patches and optimizations�

��� Summary

Implementing Java bytecode security enforcement using pattern structures is easy and

simple� in contrast to the di�culty of doing so with other existing languages� espe�

cially in the presence of complex patterns to search for� By using pattern structures�

programs for bytecode checking and instrumentation can be fully statically typed� al�

lowing e�cient correctness�security veri	cation on the programs themselves by static

type checking� giving full con	dence to trust these security�critical programs� The

programs can also be highly adaptive to di�erent security policies and the heterogene�

ity of bytecode structures� Security policies can be totally captured by appropriate

pattern structures� which are possible to be con	gured or recon	gured according to

user input at runtime� and passed to enforcement programs as arguments�
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Conclusion and Future Work

Existing general�purpose programming languages in practice have di�culty expressing

computations with heterogeneous data� because their type systems are designed for

homogeneous data structures� They have problem typing the di�erent substructures

in a piece of heterogeneous data� and typing the pattern to search for within such data�

The problem becomes worse expressing computation with complex search patterns�

which may be arbitrary combinations of singular patterns� Given these problems�

applications with heterogeneous data have been forced to be implemented by untyped

programs� or by using special�purpose query languages� both of which introduce the

risk of type mismatch� and incurs a heavy workload of program analysis� testing and

runtime type checking in order to verify program correctness and security�

This thesis provides a general solution to these problems� It invents the concept of

pattern structures� which is an abstract structure to represent complex patterns� and

proposes a programming technique that uses pattern structures for universal pattern

searching in heterogeneous data� in addition to using a general�purpose program�

ming language that treats structures and patterns as 	rst�class terms and supports a

���
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generalized form of pattern matching�

In the proposed approach� a complex search pattern can be encoded as a well�

typed instance of a pattern structure� which encapsulates all the information needed

to guide the universal traversal in heterogeneous data to 	nd all matching target

elements� It is a 	rst�class value� can be referenced by name� passed around as an

argument� combined with other patterns into more complex patterns� and itself be

traversed�decomposed by pattern matching�

By using well�typed pattern structures� heterogeneous data processing programs

can be fully statically typed� and can be made parametric over data of arbitrary

structures� and over arbitrary search patterns� These programs are type�safe� highly

reusable for di�erent structures and di�erent patterns� and highly scalable with re�

spect to complexity of data structures and complexity of patterns� In most other

programming languages� di�erent data structures and especially di�erent search pat�

terns require di�erent programs� and programming becomes unboundedly di�cult as

complexity of the data structures and complexity of patterns increase�

Using pattern structures� de	ning a new kind of pattern is just a programming

task� changing an existing pattern structure or creating a new one� and changing

or creating the corresponding programs� in contrast to most other programming lan�

guages where redesign of the programming languages is necessary�

The applications of the approach to XML data processing and Java bytecode anal�

ysis demonstrate the advantages of the approach over other existing approaches� Pro�

gramming using pattern structures can easily implement XML data processing with

di�erent kinds of patterns� such as XPath patterns and regular�expression patterns
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which are handled by di�erent languages in other approaches� The resulting pro�

grams are statically typed� allowing e�cient static type checking for correctness and

security� and are reusable for di�erent XML schemas and di�erent XML patterns� As

well� programming using pattern structures can implement both type checking and

instrumentation for Java bytecode� two security enforcement mechanisms that are

usually implemented separately in di�erent programming frameworks� The resulting

programs are again statically typed� so it is easy to verify their own security� and are

reusable for checking di�erent security policies that might be con	gured on the �y by

users�

The proposal and demonstration of the approach in this thesis are only the 	rst

steps towards a practical solution for computation with heterogeneous data� There is

a long way to go to bring the approach into practical applications� There are issues

remaining unsolved or open for further investigation� Also� the example programs

in Chapter � and � are proof�of�concept demonstrations and have run only on hand�

made example data� A lot of implementation e�ort is still required to make them

practical�

� The usefulness of the proposed approach is limited by the di�culty of designing

the functions with pattern parameters�

� Representing complex patterns natively by pattern structures rather than

by using query languages moves the workload from language implementa�

tion to the programming of the functions with pattern parameters� Given

the functional style of the bondi programming� some patterns trivial to ex�

press in query languages may be di�cult to handle in bondi� For example�
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when designing the pattern structures for XPath in Section ���� if a predi�

cate expression involved more than one location path as in the full XPath

speci	cation� the bondi functions to handle XPath patterns� i�e�� checkstep�

checkpred and checkpath� would be much more di�cult to design� When

such di�culty outweighs the reusability and type safety the functions can

achieve� the approach may lose its advantages over implementing a query

language�

� Although some basic imperative and object�oriented features have been in�

corporated into bondi� the claim from the Pattern Calculus papers ��� ����

that one can add imperative features and object�oriented features to bondi

at will� is preliminary� Without standard imperative features� program�

ming will be clumsy in many situations�

� The claim for reusability of the proposed approach relies on the possibility of

creating interfaces that translate readable descriptions of complex patterns into

instances of pattern structures automatically� It may be di�cult for application

programmers to understand pattern structures� Even if they do� real patterns

in practice may still be tedious to encode� For example� a non�trivial XPath

pattern encoded in bondi may be much harder to read and understand than its

original XPath expression�

� The demonstration programs in the thesis assume that the target data are fully

stored in internal memory� It is not yet clear� when the data are too large to be

	t in memory� how it would a�ect the e�ectiveness of the proposed approach�

� The performance issue� although important� is not the goal of this thesis� and is
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expected to be addressed on another level� Functional languages are still deemed

ine�cient at runtime� Given bondi programs are in functional style and have

even higher level of abstraction and polymorphism than standard functional

programs� their performance may seem an issue for some readers� However� the

performance issue is not very relevant to the research here� Similar to other

software engineering approaches such as the object�oriented programming tech�

nique� the proposed technique aims at improving type safety and reusability at

high�level programming� relaxing human programmers� burden on error check�

ing and repetitive programming during software development and maintenance�

Performance issue is expected to be addressed at a lower level� for example

through optimization at compilation level� by automated tools� Such a tool is

not yet available for the proposed technique though� Currently� bondi is the only

language can be used for the proposed technique� and only one experimental in�

terpreter is available for it� bondi programs are executed by interpretation� and

is indeed slow� A compiler�based language support for Pattern Calculus� with

more imperative features and optimization mechanisms built�in� is desirable�

� The demonstration examples in Chapter � and � only consider subsets of the

XML and Java bytecode speci	cations� and assume e�ective and e�cient trans�

formation of the original target data into bondi data structures� All these are

subject to practical implementation�

Besides XML data processing and Java bytecode manipulation� more applications

are desirable to demonstrate the usefulness of the approach� The Java bytecode

manipulation example can be extended to manipulation of arbitrary programming

code� which may lead to more suitable applications� For example� an aspect�oriented
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programming framework ��� needs to analyze aspect�oriented programs and insert

the crosscutting aspect code into programs at either compile time� deployment time�

load time� or runtime ����� This is called weaving� The approach of this thesis seems

to be advantageous in implementing weaver programs�
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